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The Option of Hope
It is a measure of both the worth ofa great human cause and the generosity
ofour spirit that the theme for this year's Nuu -chah -nulth Annual General
Assembly is "Recognition and Inclusion of People Living with Disabilities
in Nuu -chah -nulth Communities ". The Tribal Council has offered its support
to the HALO project almost from its inception in material and other ways.
I

t a celebration lunch

held at North Island
College on 5th of
November, the future of H.A.L.O.
was ensured for a little longer when
a cheque was handed over by the
local Lions group. Russ
McLoughlin, President of the Port
Alberni Lions Club presented a
cheque for $2,300 to Janice
Almond.
Chief Hugh Watts initiated
the event with a speech of praise for
HALO and its participants. A
magnificent luncheon was enjoyed
by all and speeches of praise, support
and thanks were made during the event
by Denny Durocher and Tom Paul.
The following are quotes of the HALO
participants who have given permission for
their comments to be extracted from
letters they sent in support of a successful
campaign to have the HALO program
extended for another intake (January - May
1998).

started the program, I had low
self-esteem. I was angry at the whole
world, because I felt 1 was forgotten. Being in the HALO group is helping me to
grow. Sharing ideas, and learning from
the other group members is making me feel
good about myself .. I can really learn
skills that will help me findjob or help me
deal with the real world". L. Robinson,
October 1997
"When

1

"Life is lonely when you are alone and
have no place to go and no one to turn to
HALO has filled those needs and then
some. 1 am learning all over again how to
communicate and ask questions. My
family andfriends are happy because 1 am
doing something worthwhile again ".
D. Hayes, October 1997

"It [HALO] has brought some great pleasure into my life ... It has shown me how to
use skills that I didn't know I had and it
has shown me how to use them in a fun

of people".

way with a group
October 1997

D. Little,

HALO program and
learned a lot, it sure helped me when I
"1 have enjoyed the

Nuu-chah-nulth

_.w

HALO visit to Cowichan Native Heritage Centre

Left to Right Standing: Dave Little, Ray Watts, Doll Hayes and Mark Sutherland
Left to Right Seated: Lucy Robinson, Mary Charlie, Roger Robert
thought I was the only person with problems". M. Charlie, October 1997
"We are in the process oflearning how to
set goals to improve the quality ofour lives.
Some of us are making plans to re -enter
school so that we can learn new skills so
that we can so that we can become selfreliant and resourceful individuals. We understand that this process takes time and
will not occur overnight, but we are motivated to make the efforts necessary to learn
new skills or use our natural talents and
abilities." M. Sutherland, October 1997

"The HALO program has brought us out

of our homes and into the real world. It is
helping to build self-esteem and confidence." R. Watts, October 1997

In other HALO news during October, we
were pleased to welcome Shirley Maxwell,
Marie Rush, Delores Seitcher, and Allan
Dick as our guest presenters. It is hard to
describe here how valuable the Friday
guest speakers are to our group. We
learned everything from speech crafting,
insight into grief and loss to encouragement from esteemed and knowledgeable
community members.

Odelia (Doll) Hayes and Denny Durocher
carried the banner for the HALO / N.T.C.
Pilot at the B.C.A.N.D.'s. AGM. We were
both pleased to meet and learn from so
many people from around the province.
Congratulations to all the B.C.A.N.D.'s.
staff for an organizingjob well done. Hope
to see you all again at the next AGM.
...Continued on Page 3

Annual General Assembly
Thursday, Friday & Saturday
20th, 21st & 22nd November
Maht Mahs Gymnasium

Tribal
Council
Proceedings commence daily at 9:00 am
Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner provided each day
(Breakfast & Lunch on final day)
Host Nation: Cisaa7ath
ANNOUNCEMENT OF CO -CHAIR
-

ELECTION RESULTS

SOME AGENDA ITEMS

{

The theme for this year's annual assembly is
"RECOGNITION AND INCLUSION OF
PEOPLE LIVING WITH DISABILITIES IN
NUU- CHAH -NULTH COMMUNITIES" -

á

-._ __
-__.,--.
POSTAGE PAID IN PORT ALBERNI, B.C.
wer

:

Results of Co -chair elections
Finance Committee Report
NTC Finance Report
NTC Personnel Committee Report
Executive Director's Follow -up Report Staff Reports
NTC Fisheries Annual Report
Accounting & Admin, Ha- shilth -Sa,
CHS Report
Fisheries, CRB Land & Sea Report,
NEDC Report
Hawiih Protocol Worker Report
Nuu -chah- nulth *uupiit Games Report
NETB Report
The B.C. Aboriginal Network on Disabilities (BCANDS) is hosting the luncheon on
Nov. 20th, at 12 noon, at the Maht Mahs Gym. They are pleased to extend this
invitation for you to attend and encourage you to make plans to join them as
:

important acknowledgments will take place during the luncheon.

RETURN POSTAGE GUARANTEED

If undeliverable, please return to:

Ha- Shilth -Sa, P.O. Box 1383, Port Alberni, B.C. V9Y 7M2
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the Nuu- chah -nalrh Tribal
Council for distribution to the
members of the fourteen
Nuu -chah-nulth First Nations as
well as other interested groups
and individuals Information &
original work contained in this
newspaper is copyright and may
not be reproduced without
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children to the fall fair. We had made plans for his wife Sharlene to watch the
kids while we go and pick mushrooms. We brought our own lunch. We went in
Central Region Reporter
my little wagon , and headed for the Nitinaht Road. We really did not make any
Denise Ambrose
plans if anyone of us were to gel lost or hurt or have any compasses or markings
(250)725 -2120
to find our way back to the car.
Northern Region Reporter.
- - So Lich went by and it was around 1:7016200 when we went onto(.
Dan Atleo
ways, t. had -kb .the eat-keys under the font seat- There t was in the Woods
(250)283 -2015
picking away thinking of what Robert had told me walk towards the sun and then
--A --) ---A ---) come back or go away from the sun then come back. I had called out to him once
---A
in a while for reassurance. Held call back. Then as time went by noticed was
`
getting fun., and further, ROBERT! I SCREAMED! No reply. ROBERT! I
toed again. My screaming was getting louder and louder. Still no answer!
Panicking. It was possibly 7:15 - 7:30, I knew it would be getting darker sooner.
Please note that the deadline
I had my bag of mushrooms in a Mg tied to my waist. The faster I was going the
for
for our next
more my bag of mushrooms was in the way. (I thought these dam mushrooms!
submiissions
noon on Friday, 28th
want to be in my, way, I cut the bag with my knife and threw the bag in the air and
of November. After that date,
said go on get out of my way. Bag of mushrooms flying through the air. Then I
material submitted & judged
just stopped in the woods and l let out a great big scream! I'm lost! It got darker
to be appropriate cannot be
1 and darker. still tried to find my way through the dark. I tried to put some cloth
guaranteed placement, but, if
at the end of a nick and set it on fire (that only works in the movies!)! tried to set
still relevant, will he included
my jacket on fire, didn't work. By that time my throat was sore from yelling and
in the following issue.
I was really crying. All I know it was getting darker.
even made it through the
dark
to
find
some
water,
by that time I was really thirsty.
' In an ideal world,
didn't
care
where
the water was. 1 sure found it, right up to my ankles
submissions would be typed,
in water. Then l decided to stop before I fall down a hill in some trees or somerather than hand- written.
thing All oldie sudden I heard MARGARET.... MARGARET. Then I started
Please write return name/
hollering "Robert, Here I am, Here am!" We were hollering and hollering the
address on all submitted
voices were getting closer and closer. Then l seen flash lights! It was my cousin
photographs and enclose a
Sam Edgar, and the Ditidaht R.C.M.P. I was really cold and it was hard for me to
self- addressed envelope forr
walk. We were an hour away from the main road. What a scary night! It sure
weir return
made me appreciate my life to its fullest and cams my blessing as each wonderfulI
Please note that although we III day goes by.
would like to take the time to thank the creator for keeping me safe
would certainly like to be able
from all hams and watching over me. I would like to say a big Thank you to my
to cover all stories and events,
cousin Sam Edgar for his loud voice hollering forme FINDING ME for helping
as well as submitted material, 1 me on my way back
to the main road, I was really sore. Many many thank your.
we can only do so subject to:
Thank you to Paul Tate also for helping me walk the bail back. A very big hug to
my uncle David Tate for wailing at the white bucket as a marker, & for the big
Sufficient ads anee notice
warm hugs you gave me. Thank you to the Ditidaht RCMP. for being at the
Reporter's availability at
If BIG BRIDGE at the right time. Thank you to Robert Knighton for knowing he
needed to go and find help! A very big hug and thank you to Sharlene Knighton
the time of the event
Editorial space available in II for keeping care of my children, also thanks for the nice warm meal you made
when we got back at 1:00 a.m. A big warm hug to my children for the
the paper
beings
when you saw me the next morning! If I missed anyone, KLECO, KLECO.
Editorial deadlines being
Margaret Rose George, Port Alberni. B.C.
adhered to by contributors
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submitting such a
profile on the social worker
Dean Myerhoff. I mentioned
names, and procedures that
should have been general
...and did not take into
consideration the impact the
comments might have on the
programs & the individual_
in

I

I

am sorry for any harm

caused. Please accept my
apology.

-

_

Ikr

made

I

Annie Watts
(250)724 -5757

now realize the mistake

I

From Dana Atleo, Northam

Region

Reporter

for
Ha- Shilth -Se Newspaper

2.)
Report by

Chris Beddows

fro

cTtAGic..

7uus}Iak-sifc7icuu-s Nuucaariut7ath (SaaPaahuus9atha)

4.)

7uu§ÿaksilte7icuu Nuucaariut7ath (LiiCii5a7atha)

5.)

Nuuchah -nulth -nets Tsitsigi, Language and Cultural Resource Project,

a)

Kathy Robinson, Carrie Little and Lena Ross would like to extend a big
thank -you to the Nuuchah-nulth Tribal Council. Once again, the Nuu chah-nulth Tribal Council has decided that our goal of recording the Nuu chah -ninth language is worth supporting financially: lank you for believing in our work!
We would also like to mention other individuals and organizations
that have supported our project.
Tseshaht Nation, Ahousaht Nation, First Peoples Cultural Foundation,
Aboriginal Training Unit, Community Skills and Training, Canadian
Heritage, B.0 Hydro, and artists and individuals; Doug Robinson, Tim
Taylor, Wilfred Robinson, Patrick Amos, Vernon Ross, Anne Robinson,
Jessica Stephens, Katherine Robinson, Joyce Little, Cecil and Nellie
Dawson, Francis Mark, Dennis Matilpi, Harry Williams, Josephine Thompson, Art Thompson, Ron Hamilton, Mike Watts, Bob Soderlund, Man
Frank and Edgar Charlie.
Thank you all for believing in and supporting our Language and
Cultural Resource Project, Nuu- chah-nulth Bets Tsitsigi. Please drop by
and see what we are doing.
Dr's really exciting!

b)

would like to once again take
this time to thank the Tla- o- qui -aht First
Nations, the Nuu -chah -nulth Economic

Development Corporation, Interim

'ner.

myprofessionaloccupationm one of the
first Canadian Native Magician Loon.
has just been phenomenal. I have
just completed a video production which
was filmed at the First Peoples Festival
as of August 97 at the Victoria Museum
and was hosted by the Victoria Native
Friendship Centre. Keyah Production
came and filmed this video production
on Native Youth Entrepreneurship and
was very honored when they asked me
if t would take pan in this with three

For general information, call

Now shows have come and
gone and many more as far as I can see.
I see the next illusion that may be, but
still is a mystery for you will see it will
bring great wonders of joy to you and
me for .still love to bring the joy of
laughter for a small fee you see.
Thank you from
E
G

Canadian

Firearms
Centre

Cuu
Hal Stedbam
Principal

,r-

-H POST SECONDARY APPLICATION DEADLINE
A

reminder to all current NTC Post Secondary (PIS) students and to any
Nuu chah nullh considering starting P/S studies in September 1998'

is

..Page 4

Fisheries

not delay.
If you have any questions, do not hesitate to call Kelly Jot nsEn; the NTC
P/S Counsellor or me at the Tribal Council, (250) 724-5757. '

Canadá

ELSEWHERE...

there

will
Both from Chiefs' motions and P/S Appal Committee decisions
be no exceptions to the January 31st P/S application deadline so please do

Centre
canadi des
armes à feu

.....
=..1/41"
.

--

Your Hosts

NIHB .. ........................... Page 10

Treaty Planning ................Page 12

Diabetes ...................... Page 8

Central Region AGM..... Pages 1(

1939- 1945

.

....

Pager)

..

.

Blair Thompson
(Manager, Education Programmes

'

Science Symposium....... Page 6

I

M

Silk-screen, coloured pens, pencil crayons may be used. Entries must be
submitted no later than Friday 1:00 p.m. November 21, 1997 to
Ha- Ho -Payuk School. A cashprize ofS3W.00 will be awmrlel to the winner.
Any questions may be directed to Ha- Ho-Paynk Administrative
Assistant Melissa Gus-Jensen at (250) 724 -5542.

Continuing NTC P/S students should send in the P/S application package as
soon as the Fall 97 grades are available in early January.

1-ia1800
eL713p,1-a4j000
or visit our Internet

Aboriginal Business Canada and to the
Keyah Production and their staff who
came from Whitehorse to do the video
production.

Media:

We strongly recommend that new NTC P/S applicants send in their
application packages to the NTC, ASAP, so that we have time to ensure that
the application package is complete and have enough time to notify
applicants of other documents needed, if necessary.

1

thank those who made this video
production possible and they are

6.)

How will the
regulations affect me?

1

I

e)

Canada's

I

other Native Youth Entrepreneurs.
have not yet
reviewed this video and
hope that it turns out to be a successful
production. And also would like to

background design.
Colours should be opaque without gradual tonal changes.
The following subject matter should be represented either
realistically, abstractly, or symbolically;
Children
Nuu- Chah -Nulth culture /mainstream culture
old/new methods of learning eg.defined through technology.
Please include a typed explanation of the meaning of the
pans of the design and how they relate to the whole.

Application forms will be sent to each First Nation shortly. Please note that
other documents, listed in the application cover letter, must also be sent in
with the application for the P/S application package to he complete.
Incomplete NTC P/S application packages received right at the deadline will
be returned.

Firearms Act

1

1

The deadline for complete NTC POST SECONDARY FUNDING
APPLICATIONS to he received by your First Nation or the NTC Office
JANUARY 31. 1998.

I

Measures Agreement and the Aboriginal Business Canada, but most of all the
clients that l have done performances in
the past. Thank you all for your support
May say that my first year in

1

3.)

tout
nuucaadutiic cicigi

1

The size should not exceed the standard 8 1/2" x 11 "paper.
The complexity should be such that when reduced
to I2" x 1/2" for stationary letterhead it will be easily
recognizable.
Colours will be red, black and blue. White may form pan of the

1.)

program.

them you should know whetted° now, you're on your own and I will see you at Name.
So to makes long story short _. had made a plan with my neighbours, to
go mushroom picking so we could raise enough money to take our wonderful

(2500)724 -5757

LIKE TO INVITE ALL
NLILI- CHAH-NLIIrH ARTISTS ro PARTICIPATE IN A DESIGN
COMPETITION FOR A NEW SCHOOL LOGO. OUR GRAND
OPENING WILL BE ON DECEMBER 13, 1997 AND WE WOULD
LIKE TO UNVEIL THE NEW DESIGN AT THAT TIME. THE
FOLLOWING CRITERIA SHOULD BE ADHERED TO IN THE DESIGN:

information.

This is my may of publically
apologizing to Mr. Dean
Myerhoff and the USMA

L

HA- Ho-PAYLIK SCHOOL WOULD

application or any additional

APOLOGY TO
DEAN MYERHOFF

3

Attention
Nuu-Chah -Nulth Artists

The Option of Hope dram Cover

Contact Denny Muncher or Deb
Lamb at 1 -250- 724 -8768 for

1

Editor- Manager

HA-SHILTH-SA

community support (including that
Employment
of the Nuuchahand Training Board) to make it
possible to run another HALO
intake for a group slated for January 5 -May 29, 1998.

You never know when you'll need themFall Fair 1997 was coming up the next weekend. So we think of how
much fun our kids can have, but what do you need first? Money! On Monday
ev minors September ),1997,I(Margaret RoseGeorge)was enjoying an evening
with my neighbours, Sharlene Knighton and her husband Robert Knighton.
Between our two families we have seven children. Robed talked of how he
wanted to go out mushroom picking.
I had mentioned how my auntie Flossy had taught me how to look for
mushrooms. What she did was took me out behind her house (in Nitinaht) she
showed me what the channel le mushroom had looked like, gave me a knife and
had me follow her throughout the woods showing me the hiding spots and how to
pick them. We went through the afternoon picking these. was no proud, my
aunt was showing me all her braveness in those big woods, I fell privileged. The
next day we were on our venture second day of mushrooming. Side by side with
my auntie (and learn more of her braveness, so I thought). We got pest the gym
where the trail to the woods was. Another day, another dollar, so I thought ...my
auntie turns and says to me, 'You're on yourown!, I showed youyesterday howm pick

B.C. V9Y 7M2.

...

18 NOVEMBER 1997

The HALO / N.T.C. Site was
successful inpullingtogetherbroad

j

J

C

Nuathah.na /rh Tribal Council
P.O. Box 1383, Part Alberni,

IIIIY
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LETTERS & KLECOS

Always Cournf Your Blessings

written
en permission from:

if

m'aamigs

HA- SHILTH -SA

Ha- Shilth -Sa will include letters received from its readers. All letters
must be signed by the writer and have the writer's name, address & phone
number (if any) on it. Names will be withheld by request.
We reserve the right to edit submitted material for clarity, brevity,
grammar and good taste. We will definitely not publish Inners dealing with
tribal or personal disputes.
All opinions expressed in letters to the editor are purely those of the
writer and will not necessarily coincide with the views or policies of the
Nuu- chah -nnith Tribal Councilor its member First Nations.

This newspaper is published by

i

m'aamigs

Congratulations..... Page 22 & 23
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5279 River Road
Port Alberni, B.C.
V9Y 623

Pau/ and Wendy fiber;
One and two bedroom kitchen suites.
Sleeping units Competitive rates. Near Bus
Station and on City Bus Routes Situated close
to Alberni Athletic Hall and Moht Mobs Gym

Telephone: (amok vea -32as
5

HA- SHILTH -SA
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Building Our Future continued from Paged

Securing Our Past...
Building our Future
A MIMIC PLC

fOP flYf 1/011DflC/1fI0/QCfI
Of flit NI-C1/111/411111/ /faR/O/1r /0ID lrl vfOO[f
VISION STATEMENT
Consistent with Nuu- chah -nulth knowledge, the Ha 'wiih's
Ha- houlthee is managed in a sustainable manner and the
harvesting ofaquatic resources provides for sustenance,
ceremonial and societal needs, and helps to provide an
economic base to a healthy community.
order to achieve our goal we must address a number of themes
and objectives related to aquatic resources and have an action plan
that expresses what has to be done, who is going to do it, and when
will it be done by.
y The themes fit into three main categoric, which are
context;
management; and,

In

use

I

corium

I
1

Historical
Aquatic resources are one pan of the Ina- wiih's Ha- houlthee. The responsibility to manage and the right to harvest stems from this ownership. Our
form of ownership has not received wide recognition in Canadian society
and is in fact in conflict with their concept of public resources. If we are
going to move towards our goal from the present situation we must create
an understanding and acceptance of Ha -wiih and their Ha- houlthee. We
must also eliminate any contradictions we have with our historical
approach to management.
We must recognize the obstacles that lie in our way if we are to
succeed. We must be aware of the far- reaching effects that colonialism has
had on our people such as loss of language, destruction of our traditional
form of government, loss of teachings and substitution of historical values.
We must acknowledge the lack of educational materials about our own
ways and the gradual disappearance of our language. Finally, we must
recognize that the non- Nuu -chap -nulth governments have managed money
more than they have managed resources.
¡seal Rights
The Canadian Constitution recognizes existing Aboriginal Rights. Anumber of court cases have elaborated on the meaning of this clause. Nuu chah-nulth , through treaty, will be giving meaning to this clause as opposed to the court further determining the extend of these rights. As important as the clauses in the treaty will be the implementation of the treaty.
In order to be successful in our treaty negotiations we must be cognizant of
possible problem areas such as the sports and commercial lobby, the culture of DFO, a hostile media and the damage done by court cases because
of a lack of a legal strategy. Also, not exercising our existing rights to the
fullest might come hack to haunt us.
I

nflnflatrar

I

If we are going to manage aquatic resources in a sustainable fashion. we must do it in the context of hishuk-ish tsawalk ("everything is one)
which some people term holistic management. Our teachings tell us that
all life is sacred and that we arc part of our environment. The management of aquatic resources is one pan of our I la- wiih's Ha- houlthee.

asst

I

I

The harvesting of aquatic resources fits into two categories. There is
harvesting that is related to our survival pre-contact and is still pan of our
lives today, even though it was denied or suppressed for a long period of
time. The second category relates to our survival in a contemporary
context in which money is exchanged for goods. Related to the second
category is the
use of aquatic resources to generate wealth
such as whale watching.
- .
In order to achieve our goal, a clear and common understanding of
sustenance, ceremonial and societal requirements must be developed. This
language is used in the Sparrow decision in defining Section 35(1) fishing
rights. Secondly, priority after conservation, must become a reality for
these uses as it is spelled out in Sparrow.
In order to carry out these objectives the following hurdles will
have to be overcome: the reluctance identify our needs in terms of actual
numbers; DFO's lack of action; apathy in our communities; not exercising
rights to the fullest; the abuse of rights; migration patterns of some species;
lack of harvesting capability; stakeholders; and, the lack ofjurisdiction.
The objectives related to the category of economic use are: to use
aquatic resources as one way of achieving economic self sufficiency; to
increase Nuu- chah -nulth participation in the existing commercial fishery;
to develop new Aboriginal fisheries; to create new opportunities through
value -added. quality, uniqueness and marketing; and finally, to ensure our
other resources are supporting these objectives.
In carrying out these objectives the following impediments will have
to be overcome: shrinking resource base, more efficient harvesting,
government regulations, lack of business expertise, financing, lack of
commitment, jealousy, fear of change, unhealthy people, and finally,

-

bigotry.
...Continued on Page
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ides -wiih

10InMtntnT

create living language and

To

Put Nuu- chah -nulth knowledge, teaching

Map all of the

Ina

& stories into forms appropriate

1

Short

Continue to actively participate in habitat restoration and protection.

Long

Define sustenance, ceremonial and societal requirements related to today's

population and the effect on the requirements through population growth.
Establish an effective (internal & external) communications component to

Shoo

the strategy.

Medium

Commit the appropriate human and financial resources to the strategy.

Short

Exercise the present rights to the fullest.

Short

Practice traditional management methods.

Long

Continue to expand harvesting capacity.

Short

Involve the youth in all aspects of the plan.

Medium

Develop

a

Medium

means.

Eliminate contradictions with the historical perspective.

Long

Force DFO to implement Sparrow including priority issue.

Short

Do

a

bothering me all the time"
So Raven set out to catch a fish.
He spotted a ripple in the water and
immediately thought it was a fish, so
Raven dove down and suddenly smacked
right intoa rock. Eagle was laughing very
hard at this point yelling "I told you so,
told you so" Then Eagle dove down and
caught a fish.
That is why the Raven walks
so funny today.
1

of the Constitution

paper on what Section 35(1)

Maggie Peters

thaw -al" Firs: ',alum

Medium

paper on Ha- houlthee versus common property.

Medium

Support our people in becoming business people.
Become more involved with added value and processing of all

aquatic resources.

Medium

Negotiate an economic package in the fisheries portion of the treaty.

Medium

.

Establish conflict resolution processes that are sensitive to

'

Nuu- chah- nulth history.

-

.....,

'

...

To My Children
Gibb, Rob, Len, Gerry, Harry & Dee....

,,,'

-

Medium

.

Medium

Negotiate the appropriate jurisdictions into our treaty.
that have an effect or impact on our aquatic resources.

Long

Correct our own when resources are being abused.

Long

Work with third party groups to build acceptance of our position.

Medium

Implement fair hiring practices.

Medium

Through lobbying, convince senior people in DFO to change how
they do business.

Medium

-

Aggressively promote careers and establish matching job placements in the

field of aquatic resources.

Medium

Educate non- Nuu- chah -nulth about our ways.
Establish a Nuu -chap -nulth Resource Management Institution.

Medium

Put into place a legal strategy for aquatic resources.

Long

Continue to put together a data base on all aquatic resources.

Medium

Ensure that all

fashion that is

pans of Nuu -chah -nulth administrations
supportive of the plan.

a

Medium

Work with the media to get more accurate information being reported.
Short term = immediate;

Medium

long term

Medium term = within one year;

-,

NAtl
announce the manage of their
MD DM

Personal injury litigation, including motor
vehicle accident injury claims

the

'

to
DflkID Joe

rants

which took place on Saturday, the

in

Memo and Aida families.

-

'.
'

çr- ,
'. w
r

`
: rS

e

.

'daylr

-

.11.4.
,

lys-°I

= more than one year

i/ f\
'

daughter

MIMI

smile,
you have a gift for making people feel
special.
But don't forget that you need nurturing too.
So be nice to yourself as you are to
others,
As willing to forgive, as eager to find
the good.
Before long, you'll feel special loo.
I really miss and love you all.
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Here's something to think about.
Love is a wonderful thing.
You never haunt, take it away from
one person,
to give it to another.
There is always more than enough to
go around.
You're never too tired to listen,
to speak a kind word, or give a pat on
the hack.
and the more love you give, the mom
you feel inside.
The magic of love.
Be gentle and generous with yourself.
For everyone you meet, you have a

Ensure that we are involved in all international agreements and processes

Canoes, Alberta.
Congratulations from

-Statue Friendly. business
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salmon... catching about moor
three While Eaglewaspackingup his first
fish he bumped into Raven. Raven was
excited. That gave Eagle the chills.
Raven looked at him and gave
Eagle a cocky smile and said "What are
you doings Eagle gave Raven a weary
look and said, "Nothing just catching
some fish for my family. Why ?"
Raven looked at him as said
"Can join your Eagle looked at Raven
and said "Are you serious? You don't
know how to fish" Raven looked Eagle
very deviously and said "I challenge you,
if l catch a fish you have to give me your
fish." Eagle looked back and said -Voice
on pal. If you don't mom you have to stop

Long

Twenty-seventh of September,
Nineteen Hundred and Ninety Seven

We are

lonely mid- summers day
Eagle was out fishing for
e
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for learning.

5233 Hector Road
P.O. Box 1178. Port Alberni
B.C. V9Y ZMI

Your One Stop Computer Center.
Serving Port Mona Ucluelel. Torino 8 Bamfield
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Tasks( ranked by Nuu-chap -nulth First Nation)
To create healthy communities with healthy people.
4 IflSRS

bitt

Arrawsinith Internet Connections
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IMPIfMfflTBTIOd
An implementation team will be put in place which will have one seat for each First Nation which wants to
participate. This implementation team will look at each task and determine what has to happen, who has to do it,
what is the time frame. They will report back to the Tribal Council on their findings and seek the appropriate
resolutions. They will also be responsible for doing an evaluation periodica ly and reporting back to the Tribal
Council on the progress of accomplishing each task. The Strategic Plan will be fine -tuned when necessary.
I

As we move back towards the Ha-wiih being involved in management, we must incorporate traditional knowledge, ensure we have the
jurisdiction and capacity to manage, and ensure we have the appropriate
data to manage.
In carrying out our objectives we will have to overcome such hurdles
as ignorance of Nuu -chah -nulth management concepts, lack of educational
materials, entrenched jurisdictions, lack of skills, common property
concept and the lack of reliable data.
Management has many parts to it, one of which is habitat.
Nuu -chah -nulth recognize that habitat degradation has had a profound effect on the habitat of aquatic resources. In order to achieve our goal we
must ensure that the habitat that has been degraded is restored. Future
activity must be carried out in a fashion that is respectful of the habitat.
Some of the impediments to be overcome include: the lack of information about habitat; the lack of funding; lack of Nuu-chah-nulth jurisdiction; government administrations; the far of something new.
Nuu -chap -nulth wish to be involved in all aspects of management
which will require skill development and experience. There certainly is a
large pool of young people who can acquire these skills. In order for this
involvement to become a reality, a Nuu -shah -nulth institute for resource
management should be created which should include traditional management information that would be taught. In addition, there must bean aggressive strategy in place to recruit Nuu- chah -nulth into this field and ensure they arc connected to the appropriate education.
In carrying out these objectives to get to can goal, we recognize
some of the obstacles to be overcome such as unhealthy communities, lack
of a living language and knowledge, lack of finances, apathy, lack of fair
hiring practices.
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Mom,
Uteri John,
Duncan, B.C.

CORRECTION
Correction from last issue.
Elmer Frank (the wedding
story) is not the son of a Chief.
I apologize for any
misunderstanding or
embarrassment I may have
used the family.

Denise Ambrose
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SCIfUCf SYMPOSIUM DRfWS
tIUGf

CROWD

3rd Annual Clayoquot Sound Science Symposium was held'
Minis in Tofino this year on October 22 -24. The larger conference
room was filled to capacity as various groups made presentations on
research projects ongoing in the Sound The sponsoring
nsoring organizations
this year's symposium are The Clayoquot Sound Biosphere
Project and Long Beach Model Forest.
The

r

The Science Symposia are held each year in order to explore
ways in which to implement the Science Panel Recommends
tions (SPR). The SPR is in place in Clayoquot Sound while
the Forest Practices Code is in place for the rest of BC. These
are relatively new guidelines for better management f neural sesonces in BC.

exactly a Biosphere Designation
would mean for Clayoquot Sound
communities. Some of the concerns

Development Corporation (MDC),
was the first presenter on day two.
MDC is owned by the five central

The third symposium focused on the emerging planning framework for implementation of the SPR. Presenters were asked to consider
the following questions:
What is your experience and what suggestions can you offer regarding
the participation of researchers in the planning process?
What experience and what suggestions can you offer regarding knowledgeable people and communities in the planning process?
The morning of the first day of presentations was devoted to
introductions and opening remarks. All participants introduced themselves
and briefly described their projects. Presentations followed the introductions and continued for the remainder of de symposium,
Of the Interim Measures Extension Agreement, Nelson Keitlah,
Central Region Co -Chair for the NTC and Central Region Board, said that
the agreement is unique in BC, in that it allows the highest level of First
Nations participation in local resource management.
Semen Charleson; Central Region Board Member, said in his opening remarks, "Pristine watersheds wem managed for thousands of years by
First Nations peoples. Ihal'swhy they're piistine,we knew howto manage them.
Semen Charleson led the first presentation on Management for a
Living Hesquiaht Harbour or MLHH. MLHH, Charleson said, is for the
Hesquiaht people:

mean increased pro-

provides the ability to make the most of our resources
has á place for both traditional ecological
knowledge
8
g and
formal education
MLHH has a fisheries component that is funded by Aboriginal Fosha
eries Strategy. Them is also a land and resource department. A forestry
training program was started last year in order to provide employment for
the local community. It has, however, had growing pains. An annual
cycle of research and monitoring activities is in place.
Hesquiaht First Nation has entered into a partnership with communities arrangement with Boston University. Students from Boston University come out to do work such as sea urchin and watershed studies.
"They
get their grades and we get their research." said Charleson.
Charleson remarked that colonial management is really about our trol. MLHH would allow co- existence with current structures that are in place.
A.

LET'S NEVER
FORGET THE

IMPORTANCE OF

Panel RecomnenWiaus are ambiguous and that more clarity is needed.

Mike Lewis, Ma -monk
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would
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Sound and would
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if it is properly designed.

MacMillan said that while

will

be protected areas, there
also be 'transition zones',

logged areas where economic
activity can happen in a sustainable
manner. There would be buffer
zones in undeveloped areas for
research and monitoring. Biosphere
Designation would mean interna-

tional recognition of Clayoquot
Sound and ensure that the existing
processes continue including the

role that First Nations
now have in resource
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Nadonsthrotgbhaning/ education and investment in small

business ventures.
MDC is not the Joint

Ventures Corporation.
MDC was created because
of the Interim Measures Extension

Agreement ( /MEA).

B..C. took a

liard line, wanting commitment
from the five central region first
nations and MacMillan Blonde) to
enter into some form of an agreement. The parties agreed to form a
Joint Ventures Corporation (JVC).
The P/C is to explore ways
to harvest in Clayoquot Sound inn
economically viable and environmentally conscious manner. Before
harvesting can
begin, planning
must be in place for the harvesting

LONG BEACH

management.

Both
the
Clayoquot Sound
Central
Region
Board and The
Clayoquot Sound
Biosphere Project
will be hosting pub-

Tla -oqui -all,
T 09 uahtand Uclueles
MDC was seated to

0n

UNESCO does not play a role in
land and resource management.
-

Q/f
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tion in Clayoquot
Sound will not limit the current
processes

region First Nations:
AttousahL Hesquiaht,

biosphere
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site.

All SPR recom-

mesdations must be
adhered m.

Lewis said
that
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MODEL

one

'chronic
FOREST

faces

uncer-

tainty' when planharvesting
ning

under the untested
SPR. Calculating
FORMS
MODEMS
lic forum on Decemcubic metses/yeamof
ber 6, 1997 in Tofu..
harvestable timber
For more information about
is meaningless at this point in time
the Clayoquot Sound Biosphere
because not all required informaProject Public Forum contact:
tion is available.
Ross McMillan at 250- 995 -2188 or
The five central regions
the CRB at 250 -725 -2009.
First Nations own 5l% of the JVC.
Ian Gill and David
Of the jobs created shroughthe JVC,
Carruthers did their presentation on
half will go to First Nations people.
behalf of Entrust Canada Their
Trivia deMacedo, Fishaim Bipresentation was about their
ologist for NTC, did a presentation on
interpretation of what the Science
the NTC Fisheries Program. She said
Panel Recommendations really
Ms the Nlaschah-ndt,eu strivingto
means in terms of available forest
sustainably manage and rebuild the
for industrial harvesting.
decimated wild salmon stocks.
They are concerned that
Training and education is an
British Columbia accepted the
important component in the fisherrecommendations without first
ies program. Workers are hired
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Helping Hands would like to put together a group for people, families, communities
who have lost loved ones to the AIDS virus. This group will offer support,
information, referrals, counseling, etc. We would like to come to your home maths,
Please contact Bernard Charleson at ( 50) 724-3232
Thank you Helping Hands
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Sam Mickey and Sennen Charleson

from the local First Nation Communities to rain and work

in fisheries research/

asseamrem There are watershed inventories taking place in the central region.
de Measly, stressed that more research needs to be done on the effects that

the salmon (arms have on the marine ecosystem. "First Nation concerns are
not taken seriously because the scientific technical papers are not there to support

what they're saying." There is a need to develop research & monitoring programs
with respect to the aquacultae industry.
She noted that one of the hindrances to getting research work done
in Clayoquot Sound is the lack of resource libraries, laboratories and even
office/meeting space. Researchers must go to Namlimo or Victoria to do
some of their lab /library work.

Dan Edwards followed up with his presentation on the West Coast
Susminability Association. The Association is working to establish a
community-based fisheries management board. Edwards described decimation of the wild salmon stocks not only in the Clayoquot Sound, but also
world wide. He listed factors that contribute to the still declining salmon
stocks including ill -informed government fisheries policies.
Edwards said that there are successful fisheries programs out there.
What these successful programs have in common is that they are
community- basedmaagementas opposed to centrallyJ(gose ment)
"Weneedtofsda way to wick togedcr, The (fishirg)irdkmyisdead,the
Ulan: gate. It's the same story commis: but it's not too late," said Edveaais.
A presentation from the Clayoquot Sound Planning Committee was
next. The Planning Committee is a product of one of the Science Panel
Recommendations. It is made up of Government Representatives and
Central Region Board Members. Their task is to coordinate planning in
the Clayoquot Sound in accordance with the SPR.
The Committee has identified three watershed planning units, Flores
Island, Beddingfield/Cypee &TofmotTranquil. Each unit has a subregion)
planning committee. The sub -committee will deal with the more detailed
aspects of watershed planning while the main committee continues to work on
the overall picture. They hope to have +craft watershed plan within one year.
The Committee will also be working on mapping projects in order
to identify operable and inoperable harvest areas in the Sound. Greg Bach,
MoF and Planing Committee member, pointed out that adaptive management is the overriding principle of the SPR, and that nothing is static.
One of the concerns brought up time and again throughout the
symposium is the fact that several research projects have been done in the
sound and still more are being done. The committee said that they need to
find a way to locate the researchers and integrate their work into the process.
The Planning Committee meets approximately twice per month.
Their meetings arc open to public observation.
The final presentation was the Tofino Municipality Research and
Education Committee. Tofino Council recognized a need for a local
research and education facility. They felt that such a facility would be of
economic benefit to the village of Tofino. In order to flesh the idea out,
they struck the Tofino Municipality Research and Education Committee.
Jack Gillie, speaking on behalf of the committee, said that their
vision for the facility is to 'coordinate efforts, build a data centre, create an
information clearing house, and generate scientific initiatives.' Gillie said
that idea is still very much in the formative stage.
The research and education facility idea was met with great
enthusiasm by the symposium participants. Paslresearchers,speakingfrom
experience, pointed out the lack of accommodation in the region. They
suggested the proposed facility could include space for accommodation.
There was concern expressed about the high cost of real estate in
o. One Symposium participant estimated that at least Se million in
research dollars has been spent in Clayoquot Sound over the past three years.
The next step for the Research and Education Committee is to contact
the neighboring communities to seek thew support and participation.
Report by Central Region Reporter Denise Ambrose

1/041Z/ DO PEOPLE LISE DRUGS?
The Typical Drug User:
Drug users have similar charamerístuc. but anyone Can become one. Drug users
from
come
all walks of life. They can be rich or poor, young or old, male or female,
intelligent es unintelligent, well educated or poorly educated.
The Matt Common Reasons:
Curiosity - Drags are talked and written about a lot these days. Some people
may have friends who use drugs. Since curiosity is annual part of human behavior, it is
not surprising that many people, especially young people, are tempted to experiment with drugs.
Emotional Pressures - Some people use drugs to relieve various emotional
problems, such as anger, stress, anxiety. boredom or depression. Insecure people may
take drugs to boost their self- confidence. Some young people may use drugs as an expression of alienation or rebellion.
Social Pressures - The social pressures to use drugs are very strong. Young
people may be influenced by popular songs glorifying drugs or by famous singers, morn
cians or athletes who are known to use drugs. Children are especially influenced by their
parens, whose casual use of alcohol. nicotine and other drugs sometimes makes drug
taking seem normal, safe and justifiable.
Group Pressures- In some groups, drug taking is the fashionable thing to do. It
is the badge of belonging and the key to social acceptance. People who do not use drugs
are excluded This makes it hard, so many people go along. In one survey,
young
people said the major benefit of using drugs was not how it made them feel, but that it
made them pan of the group.
Previous Drug Use When a person tern. drug once, it does not mean they will
become a regular user, but it does take away barriers against trying amas again
Dependence - Some people use drugs because they become physically and
emetionally dependent an them. It does not matter if the drug is legal or illegal, mild or
strong, or for medical or non -medical purposes
WHAT IS DRUG ABUSE?

Definition:
Drug abuse isms are of a drug that causes a problem. For example:
.
Health problems - increased illness and physical damage to the body.
.
Personal problems- loss of motivation or addiction.
.
Group problems- strained and unhappy family relationships.
Social problems- increased crime, economic problems and traffic accidents.
Even drugs that are prescribed by a doctor can lead to problems and abuse.
Different Types of Drug Abuse:
.

.

Drag abuse is rim limited to illegal drags. Any drug can tetanal intentionally or not.
.
Too Much- A drug can be abused if loo much is taken. By taking too much
of any ding at one time, or taking small doses too frequently, can cause

problems'.
Too Long- A drag can be abused if it is taken regularly for a long period of
time. Some medical drugs, like pain killers, can cause serious problems if
they are taker after they are no longer needed.
Wrong use - A drug can, not knowingly, be abused if it is taken without
following directions. Taking prescribed drugs without following wamings
may lead to serious problems.
Wrong Combination - A drag can be abused if it is taken, knowingly or
unknowingly, with other drugs. Some combinations can produce unwanted
side effects. Other combinations, like barbiturates with alcohol can cause
death.
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of the needed information is in.
They said that some of the Science

the most part revolves around what

or not
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doing an analysis of what those
recommendations will mean to the
communities of Clayoquot Sound.
Using GIS technology they
illustrated what areas of Clayoquot
Sound are not available for commercial harvest. The end result was that
only 20,000 cubic meters/year, or 27
jobs/year is available.
They admitted that some of
their calculations are based on estimation & assumption. Studies and
inventory work continue and not all

Biosphere Reserve. Clayoquot
Sound, with the endorsement of all
concerned, could he designated a
UNESCO Biosphere Reserve.
McMillan's job is to ensure that all
local communities in Clayoquot
Sound have the opportunityto participate in the debate.
Some groups suppon the
idea and others don't. Concern for

expressed are whether

receives some funding via Interim Measures Agreement of
1994, and Interim Measures Extension Agreement of 1996
and is, there -fore, a bridge to treaty.

Information

System, (GIS) is the next step for
MLHH. A bottom fish study is also
in the planning stages.
Ross McMillan led the next
presentation on the possible designation of Clayoquot Sound as a

The first symposium focused on the question of the relationship
between science and traditional
o al ecologicall knowledge.
o ledge. the second symposium looked at ways of involving local communities in the research.

an umbrella for sustainable economic development based
on holistic standards

18 NOVEMBER 1997

- With
dangers
new drugs. like PCP, the biros
exhow or
tremely high. takes. dogs can cause serious problems
when they are taken. With such drugs there is no difference between use
and abuse. To use
is o abuse them.

Wrong Drug

WHAT ARE THE RISKS?
Safety Hazards:
All psychoactive drugs can reduce physical coordination, distort the senses or
impair judgment. These effects can lead to serious safety risks, especially if the user
drives a vehicle t or operates machinery. Many road injuries and deaths are caused by
other drug. Often people who hive taken dresso
drivers intoxicated by alcohols
alcohol are uvw arc of their impairment, which makes the risk 'all that much greater.
Physical Health Hazards:
Some of the effects of drug abuse is damage to physical health. Smoking marin lung damage. Alcohol abuse can cause live
franca tobacco, for ample, c
damage Sniffing cocaine can
see damage to the inside of the noso Users who injec
drugs through hypodermic needles can get infections such as hepatitis and A.I. D.S.

I4 ATJVE
.

FJGURES 00619

In B.C., mom than 28 percent of the 349 women who have tested positive
for the virus in the last two years are aboriginal.
HIV -positive women delivered babies in Vancouver between 1993 and
1996. 41 percent, or 21 women, were aboriginal.
only five percent of B.C.'s population.,
Aboriginal people make
Of all the aboriginal people diagnosed with HIV in B.C. in 1995, 38

p

percent were women
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DIABETES IN

Also at the conference Dan presented a Patrick Amos print to the
organizer of the International conference. This print was donated by the
Tlao- qui -aht First Nations. The gift presentation was well received by the
participants many who are not familiar with the Nuuchah -nulth culture of
saying thank you. Klee*. Kleco to the Tlao- qui -ahts.
LOCAL RESOURCES
Tee
The
Cha Chid Program operates out of Ucluelet/Tofino. The
group who facilitate the workshops are Gordon and May Taylor, Dan and
Debbie David. the program started in 1992 in response to community needs
for more information on diabetes. The program offers nutritional counselling, information sharing on how to deal with diabetes, opportunities to
talk and share your feelings with others education on diabetes and
traditional teachings on foods and lifestyle. The group is available for workshops in all regions and can be reached by:
Dan or Debbie David 725- 3350/725Gordon or Afire Taylor 726 -7195
The West Coast Diabetes Education Program operates out of the
West Coast General Hospital. The purpose of the program is to promote a
better understanding of self management skills for maintaining good con trol of diabetes and to provide continuing education to clients with diabetes and their families. The program consist of three pans; an
assessment
by the nurse and dietitian, consist of three parts; an assessment by the nurse
and dietitian, a two day educational program and return visits for follow
up
are. The program will also offer the following services
Certification in
Home Blood Glucose Monitoring, Gestational Diabetes Program, Group
Education Programs, Cholesterol Lowering Classes, and Home Insulin Starts.
A doctor's referral is needed for access to the program. The
program will now be available from the Torino Hospital.
For more information contact
Shirley Dickie (250) 725- 3217 rOftI-IO
Katherine Eyers(250) 724 - 8824 PORT ALBERNI

18 NOVEMBER 1997
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Huupacasath Policing Committee
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FIKST NATIONS
Diabetes affects many First Nations communities throughout Canada
Diabetes amongst First Nations people is 3 -6 times the
national average and is on the increase. It is estimated that in
the next 20 years, diabetes will increase by 300%
At the fourth International conference held in San Diego, these facts
and other issues surrounding diabetes were presented and discussed.
For example, one speaker spoke of how Indigenous people with
diabetes have more complications with diabetes. The speaker from
Hawaii spoke of how the lifestyle has changed since European contact,
foods are no longer cooked in the traditional way or gathered in the same way.
Dan David from Tlao- qui -aht First Nation was one of the keynote
speakers. He spoke oftheNuu- chah -nulth people, the history of our people
and our past and present lifestyle , he spoke of what we eat and how we
prepare our food has drastically changed. In the last we did not fry our foods
or have food with sugar and fats in digit and wean rotas alive as we oval to be.
He then spoke of the Tee Cha Chid Diabetes Core Group and how
they started and the funding they receive. Later at the workshop that Debbie
and Dan facilitated, they explained the program in depth. Many people
stated that often they lack the funds to start diabetic programs or do not
have the support of their political leaders. We are fortunate that our leaders have supported the diabetes program as diabetes is a serious disease
and is on the increase in our communities.
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darn is being caused by to

very well.
Cmgnluhitonsloall the winners. The
committee would especially like to
thank Buddy Hamilton of ICBC for the
kind donations of safety stickers, bike
water bottles ICBC [-shirts and key
chains.
A special thanks to Richard
George from the Bank of Montreal
who has donated six helmets on behalf of bike safety awareness, also to
the Aboriginal RCMP who were very
informative about bicycle safety.
Think -you. Constable Crosby Wilson
and Constable Terry Horrachs.
A special thank -you to Betty
'Fatoosh, Barb Lauder and Brandy
Lauder for setting up the hall and making sandwiches. Everyone who attended, participated in the review of
riding and bicycle safety.
The session began with Con stableHorrachs 'goingoverthe bicycle
maintenance and upkeep of your bike
to make sure everything is working
properly before you ride. This meant
checking the brakes, frame, spokes,
ensuring that the bike is customed to
your height, checking the air in the
tires, if you have gears, ensure they are
working properly and checking the
The bike safety session

All the hand signals were reviewed as well as the importance of
chain.

wearing

a

helmet.

bicycle is almost the
driving a car. There are imponant rules that must be adhered to
If you do not follow the mks, you
could be givens ticket, which means
paying fora fine.
All the participants were well
edaboul their safety, the importance of bike maintenance and regulations. Bike safety is for all of us,
not just the bicycle riders but hrih,seof
uswhodrive and passeyclistsoethe rood.
We are very proud of all the
Riding

a

same as

inf

participants:
Ricky-tree Watts

Bethany Watts
Michael Porter
Jonathan Porter
Chelsea Lauder
Kriam Arm Midland Alexis Newman
Serena Read
Brian Read
Nathan Read
Cobi
Alain Sayers
Cole Sayers
Tammi Ward
Nolan Ward
Adults:
Brenda Read
Molly Watts
Rick Watts
Susan Lauder
Barb Ward
Tara Tatooah
Buddy Hamilton
Harry Lauder
A special thank -you to:

Sends Watts

RCMP, ICBC, Bank of Montreal

fn thew comeutiw.

(Richard

Sincerely, from the Huupacasath

Policing Committee:
Susan Lauder, Brenda Read and Molly
Watts
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Gone but not forgotten
Oe
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501,1990

She was a gift for other people's presents
She was always ready and willing to help others,
She had so much to gain and offer her skills...
She had a heart full of pride,
She was such a terrific person, I can remember
because, I used to go visit at there house.

Gone but not forgotten..
This is dedicated to her daughter and son that she left behind and
her immediate family, Rocky, Cecilia, Barry, Arlene and other
members of the family

hacco smoke? That's a
new twist.
One mother recently told
me "I took my son to a doctor (a
specialist in ecology). My son was
fine while in the waiting room. But
as soon as two drops of liquid

containing tobacco smoke
chemicals were put under his
tongue, he had a complete change
in behaviour. He started sticking

out his tongue, yelling abusive
things at us, then kicking and
throw'inghitnselfontheflnor. Moan:
went horn K2 to 126bemsperndnute."
This story was told to me
by a mother who was having her

son's hyperactivity looked into.
Tobacco smoke set off the worst
reaction in this little boy, but there
were other things that he reacted to
as well.
Let's take a look at tobacco
smoke and its effects on children.
We know that women who
smoke (when pregnant) have an
increased number of miscarriages,
more stillbirths, babies born before
term, and their babies may be born
smaller than those who do not
smoke. (Their tiny hearts beat
faster when their mother smokes).
I always remember one
young mother telling me
" Smoking didn't affect my baby,"
after she'd had a full -term
apparently healthy baby. But that
child went on to have frequent chest
and car infections and eventually
asthma. Her next child was born
early and was very tiny.
Unfortunately, that combination of
factors in her second child put the
baby's future health and learning
abilities at risk.
Funhermoreapproximately
one -half of all children in Canada
come from homes where at least
one parent smokes. Small children
cannot easily remove themselves
from it. They are virtually trapped
in a cloud of smoke.
"So what is the big deal,
tobacco smoke can't be all that
harmful," one father told me.

1939

1945
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TOBACCO SMOKE DOES
AFFECT YOUNG CHILDREN
Hype

9
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Here are the facts folks
There are over 4,000 chemicals in cigarette smoke, hundreds
of these are very toxic. Carbon
monoxide, (yes, that's the same gas
that comes out of your car) gets
right into the bloodstream, taking
the place of oxygen. This causes
the heart to pump faster, it can cause
headaches, and dizziness in children.
It also allows fat to be deposited

Our family would like to recognize the War Veterans
who defended our country in World War /I
They are:.
Fred Gus
Danny Gus (Roberts)
Nadine Joseph
Ramona Gus
Earl George
To the families of those who are still here with us in spirit
Tom Gus
Jack Watts
Frank Williams
Fd Clutesi
Nancy Mack
Jimmy George
Johnny Jacobson
Buddy Hamilton
o
I
Also remembering all of the veterans who defended our country
that are not mentioned above, you are all in our hearts.
From Bertha & Cody Gus

inside of blood vessels more
easily. Nicotine then narrows the
blood vessels making it more
difficult for the heart to pump the
blood through and increasing the
heart
rate
still
further.
There are other chemicals in
cigarette smoke that help cancers
get started, some that speed up its
development, and others thatstop the
body'srsatu alcleatringsyste nsridding
itself of tlsese toxic substances.
Inhaled, the smoke often
irritates the lining of the breathing
passages or ear canals, giving passing viruses or bacteria a chance to
take hold. These children are seen
mom frequently in doctors offices,
drug stores and hospitals.
What can we tell children
who say, "I want my dad to quit, I
vied taking his cigarettes away but
he just get angry."
Children do worry about
their parents' health. They can't
understand why their mom or dad
don't stop smoking. They worry
about their own lungs. They worry
about the environment. Yet manstics tell us that it is these very
children of smokers who become
smokers themselves. The example
set by parents plays a "far more
powerful" than anything teachers or
public health nurses can tell them.
Child en deserves healthy legacy.
Let's see what we can do to help
them et it!

In loving memory

of the late Jack

fine

Watts
First Nation 1919 to 1972.
From Dave Watts Sr. and family

Tseshaht

Dedicated in Memory of the late

GtORGf
1905

-

CLIRfSI
1988

When the stormy winds blow in the sea,
When thunder rolls over the mountains
and waves goods the shores,
The Spirit of our fathers shall start from every wave,
Sound of drums and songs will be
heard in the stormy winds
will make our spirits sing,
Look far in the horizon the spirit of our fathers are coming sailing
high hundreds of canoes, paddling
sound in every wave once again
The sound of dorms are heard over
the mountains, sound of songs
in the wind

will

be heard

For our fathers have come to claim
the lands that belongs
to you and me.

Bertha

Always in remembrance. acknowledgment for a great stun who gave his
knowledge to our people, language, songs, arts. his art work of painting canoe
inspired me to write this poem in ISMS. Today his spirit Myron

r

e.

m'aamigs
747bwe
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thin you pen the extra cost In addition, fees for optometri' Ya services, eyeglass
repair, and new or replacement medically necessary contact lenses are completely
or partially covered Some vision care devices and services may be provided for
you if you are registered with the Canadian National Institute for the Blind. Contact your band office for details.

`OIL INSURED
HEALTH BENEFITS

t

An optometrist or ophthalmologist first determines that visual comeI den or treatment is necessary, and provides a prescription. Client then takes the
prescription/request to the Provider fie Pharmacy) who will apply on their behalf

tanhnae,

1

Non Insured Health Benefits Program

"Vision Care'

Medical Transportation'
"Dental Care-

"Prescription Drugs, Medical
Supplies& Equipment"

Nuu- chah -nulth Tribal Council and Medical Services Branch of the
Department of National Health and Welfare administer the "Non. Insured Health
nn the Minister°, National Health and Welfare. These
hehefts pay for certain medical services and products not paid for by provincial
or territorial health insurance programs, or through third party coverage.
Non -Insured Health Benefits arc coordinated with benefits available from other
health plans and programs, to ensure that this program supplements but does not
replace other health care services.
The "Non- Insured Health Benefits" Program for Prescription Drags and
Medical Supplies and Equipment, Optometry Services and Eyeglasses, Dental
and Medical Transportation. Thesebenefitsare only paid if a medical prat
titioner judges that the care is MEDICALLY NECESSARY, and if the
poemcider Mint party medical insurance plan ow programs
I

through NTC, (for prior approval if required). The payment of vision care benefits is dependent on visual changes and requirements: minimum time Intervals
passed from previouseyeglassorder deplacementor
and the
leading to replacement or repair. Details on the limits of program coverage are
available from your hand office, In certain situations, contact lenses are necessary to treat eye conditions that cannot be corrected by eyeglasses. If you are
identified u eligible to your practitioner and have obtained the necessary prior
approval from NTC, you will receive vision care benefits paid in accordance
with regionally established rates. For further information contact your hand office, Community Health Representative or Health Clerk.

DENTAL CARE

Benefits
If a dentist or dental practitioner recommends dental treatment, some or
all of the costs are covered by the Non -Insured Health Benefits Program, subject
to the current (NIHB) Schedule of Dental Services- In some cases, prior approval is required from Medical Services Branch before treatment begins. Dental care including dental check -ups, cleaning, fluoride treatments, x -rays and fillings is fully covered, given certain limitations. Limitations are placed on frequency of check -ups and treatments, and on types of treatments covered. Prior
appointor Medical Services Branch is not required in advance of most dental
care treatment. In the few cases where prior approval is required, requests for
treatment are considered on a case -by -case basis.

ELIGIBILITY

Obtaining Benefits

I

You must be registered under the Indian Act by the Department of Indian Affairs
and Northern Development, and have joined the provincial health insurance

plan.
N-OED

I

CAL TKANSPORTATI ON

I

I

I

Benefits
When medical treatment is not available locally, costs of travelling to and from
the nearest health care facility are covered by the Non -Insured Health Benefits
Program. Prior approval from your hand office for all medical transportation

benefits is required In reviewing all requests for medical transportation benefits, the medical condition of the eligible person, the suitability, economy and
efficiency of transport alternatives, and the availability of transport resources in
the community or other programs are considered. Transportation to medical
services will be approved the necessary medical treatment is not available

if

When dental care is needed, the benefits arc obtained by seeing a dentist
or dental care practitioner for examination or check -up, cleaning, or treatment of
dental problems. If the program hmftatou on denial benefits are respected,
such as (basilowabk frequency of visits for the treatment concerned, then most' 00/I
dental sere
services are covered by the Non -Insured Health Benefits Program.
For dental care such as check -ups, cleaning or fillings, simply visit your
dentist or dental care practitioner to have the necessary work done;
Treatment requiring prior approval will be carried out by your dentist on
your behalf from Medical Services Branch prior to any work being done.
After ensuring you are eligible and have the necessary approval, then the
dentist will provide the necessary care, in accordance with the regionally estabfished rates of the NIHB Program. Ensure you understand the amount paid by
Medical Services Branch and how much you have to pay. required.

For further information contact your Band
Representative or Health Clerk.

if
ice, Community Health

focally

It A very important to note that to obtain medical transportation benefits. there
must be aneed for medical attention that is not available in the community. The

hand office consults with health care professionals and advises on the location of
the nearest care facility that can provide the necessary medical care, and on the
appropriate method transport anon
When you need medical care that is nor available in your community
follow these steps:
Speak to your hand office for advice on where to go for your medical
care, and the best way of travelling back and forth from the nearest health care

facility;

Obtain the approval of the hand office and any necessary forms before
leaving for the health care facility;
Remember, transportation benefits for an "escort' will only be approved
.sour hand office irate escort is required for medical or legal reasons;
Save any receipts for m eals. accommodation and transportation. (as required by your hand office);
Ask for and keep medical papers that describe and confirm the treatment
you receiver and

Provide appointment papers or medical papers, which confirms you have
received medical care, and any receipts for approved
transportation expenses to
your Band office.
For further information contact your band office, Community Health
Representative or Health Clerk

VISION CARE

If a

I

Benefits

licensed eyecare practitioner recommends that
eyeglasses are required, the
NIHB Program covers some or all costs. Costs for standard lenses
and frames
will be covered, with no charge to you. If you choose more expensive
frames,

at

Medical Services Branch Vancouver.
1- 800 -317 -7878

tlupacasaht Hall

limited number of drugs and medicines which are prescribed for then
prank purposes, but which otherwise are available without prescription;
A

What does the new NIHB Mandate mean for First Nattons?

Basically, NIHB will continue to be available to all eligible First Nations and
Inuit. NIHB service and service levels continue to be changed:

With Drugs, a policy of low cost alternatives has been introduced, whereby, if a
First Nations citizens is prescribed a name brand drug and there is generic drug
available that does the same thing as the name brand, only the cost of the generic
drug will now be covered. As well, the drug formulary, a list of available drugs
to First Nations has recently undergone a de- listing process. These changes have
yet to be felt.
With Dental, Health Canada introduced drastic changes Indents!
and whorl.
arks. They admit, these changes were not medically based
and were quite simply
cost savings mechanism_ Due to First Nations and Dental Professional oaten.,,
process has been established to establish a realistic dental service that meets the
dental needs of First Nations.

Ahouseht
Nutchatlaht
Tla-o-qui-aht

I

Mowachaht
Daìdaht
EhattesaM
neuter MI
Hupacasath

remote
Tseshaht

Uchucklesahr
Ucluelet

Hua-ay-ant

Ka:'ri:kY'h'

UNITED NATIVE d1 1

\

prescription from the medical practitioner;

Obtain approval from Medical Services Branch office,

if required;

Bring the prescription, and Medical Services Branch approval if needed,
to the pharmacist or viaduct supplier, and identify yourself asan eligible person.
The Pharmacist or provider will dispense the drugs or supplies, after ensuring
that you are eligible and have the necessary approval, in accordance with regionally e stab l is hed rates.

-

gathering seasons, to

tech deceit= Milan& language

and

i.e. rituals and

pukes

Advanced speakers can attend class to assist beginners
Words in Nuu- ehah -nulth i.e. name places, tribal history, species of
animals and shell fish, weather, body parts, numbers
Community involment in the Language Program
Hold potluck dinners for feed back on what the communities want from
I anguage Classes where the Quit-as language is spoken
General Goals of the Language Program: Learning ones identiy as a tribe
member
Increase interaction between youth and elders
Emphasing the meaning of ha hope (teaching philosphy of upbringing in
the right way, trust care, empathy and respect)
Strengthening the family unit
Spending time together acknowledging each other, accomplishments,
teaching in the home etc...
Increasing the knowledge of non- Nurnehah -nulth living in community
about Nuu- chah -nulth culture and values.
EVERYONE IS WELCOME
u klee

Eduard Tatoosh, Certified Linguist

WANTED

-

CHILD AND YOUTH
CARE WORKER
Ucluelet Area

The Nuu -ehah milli Community and Human Services requires a person
to work with school age children on a one -to -one basis in recreational
and other life enhancing activities, with the goal of improving the
children's life skills. The successful applicant will possess good verbal
and written communication skills and be able to work effectively with
other members of a human services ream.
Please apply lo.' John Maybe, Social Worker,
Nuu -shah -nulth Community and Human Services,
P.O. Box 1280,
Pon Alberni,

B.C, V9Y 7M2.

y pEpSaIp
MEMBERSHIP
DRIVE
117

ANNUAL

rr2.00 per F.`-"
MEMBERSHIP: $5.00 a family
a bi- monthly newsletter
a a place to meet other First

Obtaining Benefits

a

R

to 9 pm

-

Health Services varied from region to region and cover such items as, podiatry,
chiropractic, and physiotherapy. They have now been placed under the community health programsportion of the regime! funding w hichas we know are capped.

N UU- CHAH -NUCOI FIRST NATIONS

p

Advanced classes Monday Nights
Beginners on Thursday Nights
Class Format divided into three levels
Parents and tots Fridays from 2 3 per
Advanced and beginners phonetics and sound drills
small groups for discussion- moons and seasons i.e. hunting fishing

Allied Health Services have been removed from under the NIHB Program. Allied

o

Obtain

7

.Medical Transportation has been arbitrarily removed from the NIHB program
area and has been placed in community based programs. The
enactment of this
policy decision will not take place until April I, 1998.

Various supplies and equipment required for medical treatment, which
maybe approved for given periods of time.

When medical can aueorsvar .obtain the benefits by following thesesteps;
Speak to a medical practitioner for advice;

Language Instructor - Tat Tannish
Mondays and Thursday Nights

- FIRST NATIONS HEALTH BULLETIN AUGUST 1997 I

Right now, in each and every region in the country, federally funded
health care to First Nations has been less than 3% regionally and nationally at
three percent annual growth. Yet, prim to the funding caps, the rate of NIHB
growth varied from 8-12 %. Further, the population rate of First Nation's citizens
continues to grow at 7% annually. Recently, the NIHB program received a renewed mandate from the Federal Cabinet. Essentially. the renewed
mandate
outlined new program parameters and has made available the NIHB program for
administrative transfer to First Nations and Inuit communities.

Benefits
If the prescribed drugs by a doctor or dentist are recognized by Medical
Services Branch, the costs are covered by the Non -Insured Health Benefits Program. In some cases, before the drugs or supplies can he obtained, the approval
of Medical Services Branch is required. The kinds of dings, medications or
supplies that are covered, include:
Drugs which legally require a prescription;

Language Classes

NIHB Program Nuu -Chah -Ninth
NTC -C &HS: I- I5ó407.4515

PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
MEDICAL SUPPLIES AND EQ311'MENT

Obtaining Benefits

HA- SHILTH -SA

For further information contact your band office, Community Health
Representative or Health Clerk

¡ EXCERPT

Obtaining Benefits

-

"This Document is designed ro pass on Non- Insured Health Benefit (NIHB)
information to Nutt- Chatt-Nuhh communities. My contact with the communities
and Medical . Services Branch, Vancouver, keeps me up to dale on changes that
affect .NIHB. This contact will help me inform the First Nations CHR or Health
Clerk nn changes to benefits. The developments created mina
nines
arjhìs time offfanshr. will determine the future four N/HB programma
-'tee
...Robert Chien NIHB Program Supervisor

18 NOVEMBER 1997

18 NOVEMBER 1997

o

Nations people

plan family activities
( eg. Christmas dinner, bowling, swimming)
form support groups
plan fundrasing activities
or just chitchat and have coffee!

Everyone who becomes a member or
renews
membership by
will be eligible for a prize November 28. 1997
Come down to our office at 5060 Argyle SL
(comer of 2nd & Argyle) and get your membership
or
an existing membership.
If you have any questions or suggestions for
activities phone Sandra Vissia at

723 -81311

f'

A,

Ayo

FAMILY CARE
HOMES WANTED

The Nuu -chap- nulthCommonity and Human Services Program
is looking for Nuu- chah -nulth First Nations Family Care Homes for
children in care. The home would he expected to:
provide a physically and emotionally safe, nurturing

family environment
to encourage and support the child's relationship with the
natural family
to work with the child's Social Worker and other care
plan team members
to provide clear, reasonable and behavioral expectations
unique to a child's needs
and to be willing to participate in (raining in family care.
The applicants will be requested to complete a Police
Records check and provide references. If you are interested, contact
Charlotte Rampanen at (250) 724 -1272.

e:ir/d+mip

AV
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Huupa'c'asath
pre -Scuba Dive

1.!,1,01.111119".

m'aam)gs

18 NOVEMBER 1097

after the lunch break. The discussion concluded with work being delegated tome
Natural Resource Management Working Group.
The introduction of the Federal &Provincial papers on First Nations Con
this discreated a lot of discussion. As the delegates proceeded through
our. (NuucussionnNelson Keitlah brought forth the importance of the language of
Chah-Nulth) Constitution. "Our Constitution should be written in the Nuu -Chahit is so important to have it in Nuu -Chah- Nulth." Ile continued
Nulth language
with saying, "The reason being that our Nuu -Chah -Ninth people need to understand it first than write it in English secondary to our own language."
regardThe afternoon continued with discussion of the recommendations
Value
ing the land selection process & some of the BC paper on Forest Resources:
added & Timber exports.
The second day of meetings began a little differently. The Mowacheht/
that
Sava natant First Nation collectively sang welcome & entertainment songs
uplifted the Nuu- Chah -Nulth Tribal Council Treaty Planning Table. Sam Johnson
by saying,
opened with a prayer. Lillian Howard explained the proceedings
"Mowachaht/Muchalahl Haw iih & the people would like to officially welcome the
visitors to our territory."
The Chairperson, Norman Taylor, thanked the Mowachaht/Maahalahl
people for their wane welcome & expressed gratitude for their hospitality.
The meetings began with the review of the BC paper on Erosion Accretion
of land. The Update Report on Land Selections,October 997 took created lengthy
Each
discussion at the Nuu -Chah -Nulth Tribal Council Treaty Planning Table.
First Nation expressed their concerns & issues around the Land Selection process
& preparing for the initial presentations.
report were
The TSC reported on subsurface resources Presented in this
the definitions of the subsurface resource. The Nuu- Chah -Nulth Tribal Council
Treaty Planning Table suggested minor changes to wording.
The Table decided because of the importance of the two following items
that they be presented & discussed for motion. The two items discussed:
Additional Stage 4 funding & Request for Nominations to Summit Committees.
There was not a lot of time spent on these items and passed very quickly.
The aflemoonconsistedofdiscussiononlurisdiclion &Governance. Them
Mandate Workwas a synopsis report presented, by the Jurisdiction & (invemance
of
ing Group, on the Self Government Workshop. The questions & clarifications
the report took up the rest of the afternoon.
Day three is an opportunity for each First Nation to agree or disagree on
the motions created during the Nuu -Chap -Nulth Tribal Council Treaty planning
meetings. Each motion is based on the discussions held during the last couple of
days. It is used to pass motions that will be presented at the TSC level.
The Motion process at this table flowed quite smoothly as each motion
:was moved, wooded. discussed & then carried.
r
Report by Northern Region reporter, Dana Alleo
'

Illtaal]II
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Nuu- chah-nulth -eats Taibigi
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The Huupa'c'esath fishery program introduced six youths and three
adults to Svend from Octopus Adventures so they could experience what i
is like to breathe underwater. This was, naturally, with breathing devices

such as regulators and air tanks.
The purpose of the dive (Echo Pool) was to familiarize the
people into the realm of scuba diving. It gave them the opportunity to have
a peak into the world of breathing underwater. It has sparked some interest to target future courses in Scuba diving and its' possibilities of recreational or commercial diving ventures.
Marine Biology is not only for the study of marine life but also to
better appreciate the beauty of its own sustenance, survival and to capture

its beauty within its natural state from underwater photography- A couple
of the students weren't aware that pictures can be taken with special
cameras. So, it has been a great experience for Tammy Lauder, Sherry
Lauder, Lesley Anne Lauder, TaraTaioosat, Crystal linger, Lorain¿ Ladder,
Yenta Porter and Jennifer McQuillan, who took the diving session at Echo
Pool on October 29,1997.

happen again_"
When this discussion concluded, the Ahousat people stood in from of all
the people in the meeting. Murray John spoke in his native tongue. Ile was inviting all the Mowachaht/Muchalaht people & the people at these meetings, on behalf
of Vera Little & her grandson, to join her fora feast in Ahousat. This feast is to
thank the people who were so helpful to her when she lost her spouse, Pat Little.
N.C.N Delegates also spoke about the Wildlife Management. Most of the

discussion for Wildlife Management took place in the morning and then concluded

It's okay to cry.
It tells me how much you care.
Let me cry, too.
It's so lonely m always cry alone.
Please keep coming by even after many weeks have passed.
When the numbness wears off, the pain of grief is unbearable.
Don't ever expect me to be quite the same.
How can I he when pan of my being is here no more?
But please know, dear friend, with your love, support and understand-

Nuu -chah -nulth Dictionary
7aya?at gicyagat iciqi
-eels Tsitsigi is close to completing dictionaries for
the Tseshaht and Ahousaht dialects. There are Eppmximately 1300
words and sample sentences in each dictionary. An audio -[esse,
roughly 300 minutes long, is being made to accompany the them.

Nuu-chah-

Here are some examples from the dictionaries:

tsaa?athc

c
I.

Able

-athutah
tamutah hiniic kabigs7i
I em able to carry that

2.

About

box.

7uumaduk

c`axtgiikmaeuk ?iyakhnak giiyaatuk7uumaduk
Ile told e long story about the ship.

ing,
I will Ilse and love again and he grateful everyday that I have you.

Hra;e,.

language th t bel gt th
Nuu -chah -ninth Nation

Caahuus7alh

T

I. Able

2.

About

Se?wnhi
7u7umhis hiniic ?Muhl k'ahigs7i
I am able to cary that box.
?nnewaduk

?iic?iighumt ?i Jane ?uumaduk caxtgii ?i
lute was telling a story about the ship.
-s

Our goal is to record the Ntmehah -nulth language, so present and
future Nun -shah -nulth people have the opportunity to learn their
language. Please drop by and see the work we are doing.
/If you have any questions or suggestions please call.

Training Opportunity

October 27, 28 & 29, 1997

f

Please, dear friend,
Don't say to me the old clichés,

Time heals all wounds.
God only gives youIsis much as you can bear.
Life is for the living .....
lust say the thoughts of your heart.
I'm sorry, I love you, I'm here, I care.
Hug me and squeeze my hand.
I need your warmth and strength.
Please don't drop your eyes when I am near.
I feel so rejected now by God and man.
Just look in my eyes, and let me know that you are with me.
Don't think you must always be strong for me.

Nuufaaeiuìiic Ciciqi

C/O P.O Box 1218
Port Alberni, B.C. V9Y 7MI
Phone (250) 724 -1225
Fax (250)724 -4385

-

Nuu- chah -nulth Treaty
Planning in Tsaxana
The first day of Treaty began at 10:00 AM. Nelson Keidah led the N.C.N. Singers
in the Nuu .Ch h -Nulth song. Sam Johnson started the meeting off with an opening
prayer. The chairperson, Norman Taylor, reviewed the week's agenda & asked the
Nuu-Chah -Ninth table if they needed to add any items. The NCN Treaty Planning
table added three more items to the agenda. The table adopted the agenda and
discussions began.
Richard Watts, a TSC member, read the TSC report from the October 15 to
the 17, 1997 session. There are a lot of issues in the TSC repon that require
direction or discussion at the Nuu -Chah -Ninth treaty planning level.
For most of the morning the Nuu- Chah -Nulth delegates discussed the N.C.N Fisheries I.M.A. Proposal.
Moses Smith shared his feelings: "This is an old, old feeling that I have
had for the length of time, of the fishing life... The key word here is `herring.' We
as Nuu {theta -NUlth people live on the Pacific Coast. We ask the question: What
caused the decline of fish stalks as a whole - not only salmon, but as a whole? It
used only take me half an hour to get fish for myself & for the other people in our
community. This was only junk fish; fish like - Long law. l have said this over &
over again, The cause of the decline of all fish stalks is they just about wiped our
all the herring. This is the true feelings of our elders. Herring was the farmer of the
sea.. The Hering was the fertilizer of the seal feel 'among today for this cause."
Archie Thompson, Nuu- Chah -Nulth Tribal Council elder expressed much
the same feelings as Moses Smith. He added: "When the people saw the herring
coming in they left them alone. This was very important. This was very important.
A very important rule for the people is to leave the spawn alone. They were not to
disturb when the herring is going to spawn. If someone broke the rule & someone
reported them they had to pay a fine, because this was our life line, the salmon's life
of a Potlatch - an
line. This law was a very heavy Iaw.The fine came in a
apology - they Invited many chiefs to witness them saying, that this will never

13
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GRAND DAVGHTER

Tourism and Culture

In this old world

in Traditional Territories:

So

(bawl

West Coca(

Trail Group in partnership with Malaspina College will

for persons interested in an
Interpretive Guardian Career. This would be an asset for individuals who
are considering a career in Cultural Eco-tourism in the West Coast.
There are 8 spaces available.
There a a tuition fee of 52,200.00 to attend the training.
The training is planned for January 06, 1998 to March 27, 1998. Al this time
plans and schedules are being finalized.
The training will take place at the Lake Cowichan Education Centre at Lake
be

providing.) month certified training coarse

Cowichan.

Official

Welcome to Treaty Guests

full of stress and strife In places full of
Messed up life ......
You seek for hope
And long to find
Someone loving,
Thoughtful and kind.
I

don't need to look

Or search the whole world
For in my life

Theresa special Girl.

For informationcontact Wally Samuel,Quuas ManagingDirector,Box 1297
Station "A" Port Alberni, B.C. V9Y 7M2. (knew office located in Port
Alberni 5060 Argyle Street, Phone: (250) 723-4393 Fax: (250) 723 -4399.

Bois in the Fall
A gift to behold
Her warm and tender love
Pushes out the cold.

Christina, my Grand Daughter
We love you as much
You give love freely
As our hearts you touch.

In

the

Jack Woodward

First World War

Hamster & Solicitor

19/0 -1918

Native Law

fight in the with
Over a third of
the Canadian forces. Aboriginal people were exempt from having to do military
service but thousands went anyway. Our men were decorated for valour, wounded
and killed.
aboriginal males in Canada volunteered to go and

"We must remember them...'

997 Fort Street

B.C. 5951 3E?
Phone: (2591383-2356 fear 12 501

Happy Birthday Dear
From your family here,
Remember Christina
We love you Dear.
Love always.
Grandma Mabel James

Victoria

Gwa'Sala.'Naksemda kw Bard
3 811 -65 611

cfYA

Dad Harry from

Kwicksuraineuk Band

5
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Archaeological
Overview Assessment

MA -MOOK NEEDS A LOGO IMAGE
A

m'aamigs

CONTEST OPEN TO THE PEOPLE
OF THE

CENTRAL REGION FIRST NATIONS

Ifirst heard about A.O.A. the following questions came mors quickly What
is A ad.? Who are the key players, what is the mandate? Where does the
informmion comefrom? Sheila Savey, Coordinator ofArchaeological Overview
Assessment (A.O.A.); Mary Pat Mothers, Aboriginal Liaison Officer, for
Ministryof Forestry, (MO.F)& myself were in Ka: jv:'k'l'h'/Che:k'lles7et'h'
October 211997. The tuning was perfect asfar =Mary Pat& Sheila could tell

m'aamigs

18 NOVEMBER 1997

Northern Region

A logo is defined as a distinctive commercial design and/or type style used
to represent a company name, trademark, etc
The Board of Directors and staff of the Ma -Mook Development
Corporation (MDC) invite the people of the Ahousaht, Hesquiaht, Tle- o- quì -aht,
Toquaht and Ucluelet First Nations to participate in a contest to develop a logo

for our economic development corporation.
The cones to be judged by a secret panel of people. It is secret so that
they can select without influence or prejudice. The selection will be based upon
the image and its appropriateness to the vision and mission of MaMook. The
selection will be Òblindó, the panel will not know the name nor origin of each
entry, they will select only on the basis of the image and the description of its
meaning by its creator. Each entry will be coded to the name of the person
submitting it and only our General Manager (Keeper of the Contest Code) will
know which name goes with each image.
We ask that you pass the word to anyone you think would like to enter
this contest. The follow Mg rules and deadline dates apply:
I. The contest is open to anyone of any age provided they live in or are from
one of the Central Region First Nation communities. The entries will be divided into and judged in the following four categories:
under 16 years old as of December 31 ,1997
16 -45 years old as of December 31,1997
over 45 years old as of December 31,1997
professional or artists who sell an
There will be two selected from each category to receive a cash or merchandise prize. The final selection will be made from these eight by January 19,
1998. The creator of the final selection will receive a special gill. All images
received will be returned if requested by the artist The final selection will
become the sole property of MDC.
2. Images are to be .submitted,.
Ma -Moak Development Corporation
3406 B 4th Avenue
Pon Alberni. BC V9Y 4112
Fax: (250)724 -5345
Phone: (250)724 -5344
3
Deadline for entries: December 31. 1997
4.
We need 'obtuse: who you are, how we can contact you, and, what your
creation means. Therefore please provide on aepam[e paper from your mm,
entry:

n

your name and age category (under 16....16- 45....over 45) OR if
you area professional;
your address and/or phone number; and,
brief description (preferably one sentence) of what your image
represents and/or its meaning.
We look forward to your participation. The final selection may be
enhanced for use as a logo by a professional graphic designer, but we wood(
lose its spirit. To help in your efforts we herein provide the vision and mission
for our Ma -Mook Development Corporation. If you require more information
please call Iris Lucas, our Administrative Director (250) 724 -5344.
Thank you for your participation!!!

Mamook Vision Statement
We, the people of the central region of the Nuu- chah -nulth territory, extending
from Escalante to Barkley Sound, have a vision of our future rooted in the land
and sea. The resources of our homeland are central to our culture and to the
social and economic well being of our communities.

.

For the last few days the K:'yu:'k't'h' /Che:k1les7et'h' First Nations have been
very busy with their treaty process. They had been gathering their elders &
historians to offer any information on the treaty process. In a conversation with
Verna Hansen, the meetings have been a huge success. All of the treaty business
is being dealt with in a productive way.
Mary Pat & Sheila expected to take a few minutes of this meeting. The
presentation created a lengthy discussion on how old trails were used, and the
elders were expressing their thoughts of the importance of these trails, etc.
Archeological Overview Assessment Project is the only A.O.A. Project
being coordinated & managed by any First Nation. It is a project between Ministry of Forests & the four northern First Nations Bands, (Mowachaht/Muchalaht, Ehattesaht, Ocluji & Ka :'yu:'k't'h' /Che:k'tles7et'h'). Pacific Forest
Products, International Forest Products, Campbell River Forest District,
Canadian Pacific Forest Products, & Hecate Logging are the other partners
involved. It
funded through Forest Renewal British Columbie.(FRAC)
& contracted through Areas. Areas Consulting Archaeological Ltd.. This is a
consulting firm that provides a complete range of processional archaeological
services such as ethnographic literature review & research on aboriginal trails.
Nootka First Nations Forest Products is the lead proponent for this project
& Sheila Savey is the coordinator, responsible for coordinating meetings with all
involved,coordinateparticipation,ensurecompletion& submissionof deliverables
& ensure partners receive them, ensure that contract particulars require that we
utilize our people as much as possible.
The main purpose of this A.O.A. Project is to find the areas of archaeological site potential & the known archaeological site locations. With the input
of elders/members of each community Sheila has been gathering important information such as traditional trails
hunting, spiritual sites, routes, commute
routes, etc. Sheila records the information on to a map. The important arras
charted on this map, such as sacred ceremonial sites and or burial grounds would
be privileged information And the areas would be marked as, "Potentially High
Risk" M O.F. has taken into consideration the confidentiality factor. It is up to
the First Nations to decide how they want to utilize this information.
It will be done in 4 phases & will take a period of six months to complete. The study consists of all lands including non forested, in our traditional
territories of the 4 northern tribes. The areas will be mapped through standardteed Geographic Information System, (G.I.S.) with protocol agreement developed for public access.
The advantage of this is that First Nations, the Provincial Government &
the forest & all industry will be mutually beneficial for future progress, (working
together).
Sheila & Mary Pat had a meeting schedule with some people in Oclucje
on Friday,Oct.24, 1997. We would like tomanklleredinryCTiePWalter Michael
for showing us the interesting documents that share some very important history
of his family. We spent most of the morning at the Oclucje Band Office and also
extend our appreciation for the warm welcome.

-

o

Mowachaht /Muchalaht, Ehatesaht, Oclucje &

We see ourselves combining traditional and scientific knowledge with advanced
technology in order to be effective stewards of the resources within our territory,
to benefit from their use, and to ensure their susminability. We have a vision of
abundant fish stocks that we have helped restore. We will walk and work in our
forests, some pristine, others harvested to support human uses. Our children and
our children's children will know the land and waters of our region, will respect
them, and will work to ensure their health.

SELECTS FIRST GENERAL MANAGER

On Thursday afternoon a meeting for the Northern Region delegates
took place in the Administration building in Tsaxana. Lillian Howard
chaired the meeting.

Greetings, my name is Don
Blair. I am honoured to be selected by
the Ma -Monk Development Corporation (MDC) Board of Direcitesas their

Participating in the meeting were:
Arnold lames, Mowachaht/Muchalaht Larry Andrew, Mowachaht/Muchalaht

first General Manager. Myself, his
Lucas (Administrative Director) and
Jerry Perry (Human Resources Direc-

.Moses Smith, Ehatesaht Ambrose Maquions, Mowachaht/Muchalaht

Gloria Maquinna, Mowachaht/Muchalaht Mike Oscar, Ka:'yu:'k't'h'
Che;k'tles7et'h' Ron Frank Wilfred Andrew, Mowachaht/Muchalaht
Margaret Andrew, Mowachaht/Muchalaht Sheila Savey, Mowachaht/Muchalaht
Louise Amos, Ehatesaht Lillian Howard, N.R. CoChair, Mowachaht/Muchalaht
Mike Savey, Mowachaht/MuchalahCEhateaahWRay Williams. Mowschahrislrwhalaht Terri Williams, Mowachaht/Muchalaht Sharon Joe, Mowachaht/Muchalaht
Dana Ad., Ha- Shilth -Sa
Moses Smith began this meeting with a prayer. Mike Maquinna
welcomed the guests to Mowachaht/Muchalaht territory.
The purpose of this meeting is to bring together the different tribes in the
Northern Region also to address the concerns of the Northern Region; to update
the people on the treaty process.
The people would like to revive the Northern Region meetings so that the
like the four
Ida -with & people know what is going on. They would very much

tor) have been given the responsibility to implement the policies,
programs and projects authorized by

.5

the Board.

have an executive management background in both the private
and non -profit sectors. My primary
I

areas

of expertise relate

to business

//

P

'

I
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Don Blair
development as well as organizational
development, accounting, strategic plann ng and implementation. Businesses I
enhave managed include: casino gaming, food & beverage, events & festivals,
tertainment & recording, merchandising, product marketing& distribution and
tourism development. I retired in 1992 a Executive Director of The Folk Arts
Council of Winnipeg Inc which represe tad over 200 ethnocultural organizalargtions and produced Canada's Festival of Cultures, Folklorama, which is the
over $30 milest multicultural festival in the world. Its 20,000 volunteers inject
lion annually into the Winnipeg economy Since then I have been the advisor to
I

Northern Tribes to work together.
Max Savoy expressed the ideas of the recent meeting in Oclucje with
need a
Qwe na. The Haw ioh at this meeting decided that the tribes in the north
Region.
council of elders. This council would be for the benifn of all the Northern
plans
various nsultingteams developing events, tourism and economic stnegic
The issue of future meetings in Tsaxana was brought up. They were
(i.e.KlondikeGoldRushC ntenarystmiegieplan- Yukon; Francobah in
looking for ideas to deal with costs, management etc. The idea of the four norther
TourManitobain Tourism Assessment) and abroad (i.e. Trinidad A Tobago
tribes sharing the cost was mentioned. Them was a suggestion of a calendar
rest
being posted for the meetings in Tsaxana.
ism Master Plan and Investment Strategy - Caribbean; Melbourne Folk
Two families will be hosting a meal during the meetings in December.
- Australia).
1997.
15,
on
December
dinner
a
will
be
providing
family
Max Slyly & his
here from Manitoba
So, it is with excitement and anticipation that I mooed
Barney Howard's family will be providing a meal on December 17, 1997.
in the
(October 21). look forward to making new friends and acquaintances
Them was an update on the Treaty process and the upcoming meetings.
position was at anima iiies represc!rled b9:418a -Moak and, pn, the challenge of maintaining the
The issue of the election for the Northern Region CoChair
Members.
work. Who
vision and implementing the mission of its Board of Directors and
addressed. Concerns of how do we do this election? How does it
does it? These questions were answered by Lillian Howard.
around the development of the Joint
I realize that the current enthusiasm revolves
Blonde) but, I am anticipating the development of
MacMillan
Venture
with
was
Nominees
Region
Northern
A motion of an All Candidates Forum for the
manufacturing,
PM
business opportunities in other industries such as tourism,
passed The people there seta date for Wednesday Nov. 5, 1997 at 7:00
distribution.! am
fishing, information technology, merchandising, marketing and
sized business
particularly interested in entrepreneur driven small and medium
...Report by Northern Region Reporter, Dana Allen
5344).
development, so if you haw arty ideas please call me at the office (724look forward to visitIris, Jerry and I are the management team for MDC and we
We anticipate it
ing and meeting the people of the central region communities.
4th
will take a couple of months to organize the new office (unit B - 3406
later in
Avenue, Port Alberni) and then we will be organizing visits, probably
1

Memorial Potlatch

January.

for

Ka:'yu:'k'l' h'/

Che:k'tles7et'h' are all beautiful communities.
_.Report by Northern Region Reporter. Dana Adeo.

MA -HOOK DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Meeting

When
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Frances (Fanny) Williams

We

Lenora Frank

flail- meus -a-taks

.Stir -.Shut

November 22, 1919

July 25, 1943
to

July 4, 1996

May 13, 1996

will

be

communicating with you regularly through HA .SHILTH

SA,..

support. Our first
providing updates on our progress and asking for your input and
are looking for 'logo' to
request can be found elsewhere in this issue. We
you think might
provide an image for Ma -Mook, please pass the word to anyone

like to enter the contest.
apositive future we have to walk rogethe r- accepting the challenge
and enter the contest!'!
the first step to success - so help us design a logo
To develop

is

...Continued on Pagel

ALPORT INSURANCE
Len

&

Dan Legg, C.G.A.
Jay R. Norton, F.C.G.A.

Lani Lacombe

Home Tenants Boat
Commercial Life Travel
(250) 723 -2545
01 LI,JARD006-1
3767

-

10TH AVENUE PLAZA

FAX #

(250) 723 -4585

Degruchy, Norton & Co.,
Certified General Accountants

Memorial Potlatch
No ember 29th, 1 97
12:00 p.m. at the Maht Mahs Gym
Your Hosts:

Jeff & Jack Cook
Kyuoquot

Victor Williams
William Frank
Onto/ respect. guests are asked to keep an

eye on

children

2nd Floor, 4445 Gertrude Street.,
Port Alberni, B.C.
VIV 647

Bus: (250) 724 -0185
Fax: (250) 724 -1774
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Central Region Co-chair, Nelson Kent., reviewed activities in Clayoquot
Sound over the past year. In his opening comments he mid that treaty
negotiation remains the number one issue. 'We are in the Agreement-

.Principle

stage and are now negotiating issues such as fisheries, residential

school, health and education
The first item on the agenda was the Interim Measures Extended Agreement (IMEA) and its many subissuee Kedah said that BC took every hard line
negotiation
about the inclusion of Joint Ventures Corporation (JVC)during the
of the agreement The Central Region Chief formed a company called MaMook
Development Corporation so that the Central Region First Nations could go into
venture.
a business relationship with MacMillan Bloedel through

pint

Keitlah reported that both the Central Region and MacMillan Bloedel
have put in much hard work during the initial phases of the NC. MaMook Development Corporation is officially open for business in Port Alberni and three
staff members have been hired.
Don Dowling, speaking on behalf of MacMillan Bloedel (MB), said that
they have been busy over the past year planning and developing several scenarios
for environmentally sensitive and economically viable harvesting. Any harvesting in Clayoquot Sound must be done under the constraints of the Science Panel
Recommendations.

h

MB have had discussions with Ucluelet First Nation and are on the fast
track to having Ucluelet included in the Joint Venture.
MB announced in a press release on October 31/97, that its remaining
operations at Kennedy lake logging division in Ucluelet will clone January 31/
98. The closure will allow for the start-up of the JVC.
Richard Lucas, chairperson of the Economic Development Working
the committee's activities for the year. Ile gave an overview
Group, reported
of the loan application and screening process.
Ahousaht councillor, Angus Campbell. expressed concern about lire need
for Band Council Resolution (BCR) with each application. It was explained
Mat the purpose ofa BCR is to show that the First Nation is not opposed to the
enterprise operating in their territory One of the Board members went on to my
that a letter of support signed by Chief and Council instead of a BCR is acceptable.
Eric Schroff, spokesperson for Inter(, did a presentation of alternative
harvesting methods that his company has been experimenting with over the past
year. Ile talked about various harvesting methods and their advantages. He also
describe their limitations.
Schroff said that the Science Panel Recommendations (SPR) demands
that retention harvesting, as opposed to clear-cut, is a desired method. Retention,
harvest
as defined in the SPR, is 15 -70/ of the trees must remain standing in
area. The trees may be in patches or dispersed throughout the unit. Interfor's
experimental methods have ranged between 30 -70°%u retention.
The Central Region Board has toured the experimental harvesting sites.
Schroff invited the Central Region Chiefs to arrange fora tour of the sites with
Interior.
Morris Sutherland made a presentation on the Clayoquot Sound Archeological Inventory. The crew is inn's second season of work. This year they arc
they arc doing shoreline and inland surveys in the Flores Island study area.
Shoreline surveys are done with a small crew in a Zodiac. They search
for evidence of old village sites, burial sites, middens (ancient clam shell and
other wastes dump site), and rock formations such as fish traps and canoe runs.
Inland surveys involve taking a crew into the forests in search ofculturally modified trees (CMT's) and other evidence of cultural activity. A CMT is
any tree or log that has been modified by Kon-ass for cultural reasons For
ample, as log that has been planked, cedar trees that have their bark harvested,
ancient stumps, abandoned canoes are all CM T's.
Our area is rich with sites of archeological interest. Sutherland pointed
out one of the problems that they had early.. They found that an ancient burial
cave had been desecrated Someone, probably with good intentions, posted a
sign which read, 'No Trespassing: Ancient Burial Site'.
Needless to my, the sign was drawing unwanted attention and was quickly
moved. The incident brought up the issue of sacred sites and how to protect
them while maintaining the secrecy of their location Other First Nations in the
US and Canada have already addressed this problem and some of their methods
were discussed.

Another issue that was brought up was the fact that consulting firm was
hired to do the inventory. It was felt that much of the field work could have been
done by our own people, while specialists/a:real nu are called in on an
basis The Archeology crew will be finishing up their season by mid-November.
Cliff Atleo Sr. provided an update on the progress of treaty negotiations.
He noted that the new negotiating process has resulted in a high efficiency rate in
terms of negotiating issues to completion. Individual First Nations are now
making land selection presentation to the other two governments.

anti
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Willard Gallic Sr. provided a
brief report on the progress of the
Elders' Benefits Interim Measures

Ucluelet and Toquaht hosted the 3rd annual Central Regions Chiefs Annual
General Meeting at Ittatsoo on November 3 -5. The meetings started on
Monday morning with Elder. Archie Thompson saying a prayer.

IV
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Proposal. The purpose of this proposal
is to get benefits to the elders while
they are still here until the treaty is
implemented. Ile said that many of
the issues have been defined now and
the main issue. be dealt with is finding.
Richard Lucas Sr., Hesquiaht
Chief Negotiator, raised a concern
about parks in NCN traditional territory_ Some central region first nations
have huge portions of their traditional
territory that are designated parkland.
Ile suggested that the region unite to
protest the creation of parks while

treaty negotian
tions

Lucas
also

mind a con-

cern about the
new treaty negotiation process.
Ile said that, initially, the idea
was for treaty to

negotiated
within the combe

The Steering Committee is working to
build a regional aquatic management
organization on the West Coast of
Vancouver Island and move way
from catralizedresource management
models.

The steering committee was
established in March 1997. It is a joint
effort between the `lut Chah Nulth and
the West Coast Sustainability Society.
Richard Watts sits on the committee
for the Nuu Chah Nulth.
A proposed management plan
has been developed and is based on an
adapted version of the Clayoquot
Sound Interim Measures Extension
Agreement The committee is seeking
to meet with

...there is

David Anderson, Minister of
Fisheries and

need

a

to more toward

present the local

closed- containment systems if
fish farms are to
continue to
operate...

management
board plan.
S

t t

CoProject
ordinates for the

Clayoquot
Sound Fisheries

Inventory fol-

lowly

moving away from that Some sessions have been held in Nanaimo and
Victoria. Ile also noted that many of
the treaty update meetings have focused. describing the new processes rather than issues that are be-

c o

Murdoch,

munities and that
we are

to

Oceans,

lowed up with his presentation. The
Ministry of Environment, Lands and
Parks awarded the one -year contract
to the NTC. The goals of the project
are to identify unique fish populations,
identify critical fish habitats, and to

ing negotiated.

identify fish distribution within

Ahousaht councillor, Angus
Campbell, raised a concern that the
First Nations War Veteran's Working
Committee seem to have fizzled out.
It was decided that a letter would be
sewn Vic Pearson, NCN Treaty Manager, requesting that the working
group start up again.
Delores Seitcher, TFN, addressed the table in her own language.
She expressed concern for all the
children. She said that they are hurting and need their leaders at home.
She suggested, in a gentle way, Mat
the leadership slow down and take
some time with their families_
Rose Davison followed with
a presentation of the activities of the
Nuu Chah Nulth /West Coast
Vancouver Island Regional Aquatic
Management Steering Committee.

Clayoquot Sound Watersheds.
Murdoch and a crew of
Ahousaht workers have been busy with
inventories in Tofino Creek and the
stream of Flores Island The inform a
tion is transferred to GIS digital maps
which will then be used for future rosours e management plans.
Murdoch identified a need to
sun monitoring (fish habitat and
population) program. They will be
applying for the purpose of developing and starting a monitoring program.
Tricia de Macedo, NTC Central Region Biologist, started work on
May ií,1997 She has been extremely
busy since then, establishing relationships with the 5 central region first
nations and other organizations
She has been involved in the
startup of Scott Murdoch., inventory

BOB
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project, Chinook escapement surveys. and aquaculare issues. Tricia has also been busy setting up offices, training, and amending meetings.
On the issue of fish farms. de Macao, suggested that there is a need to move toward closed containment systems if fish farms are to continue to
operate. She feels that it is necessary to develop a
monitoring program on the impacts on the ecosystem where fish farms are located. Especially in terms
of negative impacts on traditional foods such as
clams.
There were recent changes clam management. In an effort to reduce the number of clam harvesters, a new licensing program is in effect The
number of available licenses has been reduced from
500 last year to 250 this year. Those that require a
license must fill out an application and meet strict
requirements. The deadline for applications is Deember 3I sl 1997. Licensing is to be implemented
for the 1998 season. Those interested in applying for
a license should contact Tricia.
Tricia also reported that some commercial

fishermen have received licenses for exploratory surveyson pilchard and mackerel. Each boat must have
an observer aboard who will be paid by the skipper
after each trip. Those interested in training mho an
observer should also contact Tricia.
Blair Thompson, NTC Education Program
Manager, reported that the First Nations West Coast
Councillor position will be filled shortly. The interviews took place that afternoon.
Representatives of the First Nations of
Toquaht, Uel«ICt and TEN met with representatives
of the elementary and secondary schools on September 15. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss
concerns such as high suspension rates amongst first
nations students. Thompson noted that not all first
nations representatives were present and urged the
chief to see that their designated representative attends the meetings. The next meeting is set for December 2 at the School District 670 office.
Four of the five post secondary graduates being recognized at the annual assembly are from the
central region. They are: Bernice 7mxhie. Wader:
GluoiovhaeFrmtf Almssah; Bettina Decree. I/auwía:
and Mrs. Karen Cimleson Hesquiaht.
Thompson also provided a list of anticipated
human resource needs for the training and education
strategy. The following is a ampling of the list
accountants, counsellors, dentists, doctors, nurses.
c ar
social workers, teachers, biologists, foresters,
pentero, electricians, plumbers and mechanics.

Simon Read, in his presentation on human
services, said that the rigors of treaty negotiation are
showing not only on the treaty workers, but also on
those left at home. According to results of the Nuu
Chah Nulth Human Services Needs Assessment, I
in 8 has attempted suicide within the preceding year.
A greater number of our children are in care and we
need more realume hanammeetthegrowing demand.
Read says that social worker and mental
health worker caseloads are increasing. Ile feels that
there is a need to focus on training families to deal
with their crises as opposed to sending a growing
number of clients to an already overburdened staff.
A woman from Ahousaht told of a recent
suicide attempt in her family. She said that the extended family was called together and they met with
the young man. They gave him encouragement and
told him how much he is loved She said a similar
intervention is planned in the near future for another
p

un

Howard Tom reported on the progress of
MaMook Development Corporation (MDC). In his
opening remarks he stressed that MDC and the Joint
and the same
VenturesCorporation (JVC) are net
MDC is the vehicle by which the Central
Region First Nations will enter into a business partnership with MB. MDC will also be a place that will
train members of its community so that they may
participate in the local work force. MDC will, once
established. invest in local business'.
The MDC office is in Pon Alberni. Three
staff members have been hired. Don Blair,
Manager, requests donation loans of artwork to
decorate the once. There is also a logo contest for
MDC. Contact Iris Lucas at 724 -1966 for more

information.
The first initiative of MDC is the Joint
Venture with MB. Other initiatives such as lifeskills
training will be offered in the near future.
The two candidates running for the Central
Region Co-chair were introduced and each provided
a personal history and their personal views on the
role of Central Region Co- chair. Semen Chanleson,

Hesquiaht First Nation, and Nelson Rental,
Ahousaht First Nation are running for Central
Region Co-chair.

Elections are to take place on

November 10.
The Annual General mating ended with
acknowledgments to those that made the meeting a

-.Repeal hyCenmal Region Reporter. Denise Ambrose

PO. BOX saga PORT ALBERNI. SC VW
PRONE 770.1225 GA% 74.1.-8388
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professional
nal accou ting designation or enrollment to the senior level ofa recognized accounting
gram
(
excellent muon and oral communication skills
computer knowledge including experience with Accra Plus accounting software, spreadsheets and
preferably some Windows NT IAN experience
the ability to function efficiently in atea
environment
experience
man
a minimum t of 5 years of related experience

Bob has wild office supply
costs.
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We have a vision

of our people and our communities

self-determining and self-reliant pan, of an interdependent world but never forgetting who we are and
where we are rooted. Our people fulfill roles every
level of
society, carrying forward their values of
caring, sharing and healing wherever we might live
and work. We are a people Mat can live anywhere
and contribute to the well being of the larger society
However, we always rearm home, to sham, to creme
crucible of our land and
and to be sustained in the

as

.

two culture.

We have a vision of being organized to advance our
value and [tureens while at the same time creating
with the human
and nourishing broader relationshipslw
family. Our neighbors are valued and our partnerand non-aborigiwide range.,(
ml organizations and institutions are means through
which we both gam and contribute a web of mutual
benefit grounded in a desire to uphold human dignity
andrestore the lmegrill of the land and sea upon which

ships with

we

a

all depend.

MDC planning was to specify the
role that the corporation is to play in taming the
vision into reality. This is the AMC's mission. The
mission underlines nelsartofthevbion as NCMDC's
specific responsibility, naming the main tasks of Ibe
corporation, and for whom it will accomplish them.
It is written with an eye to overcoming the banners
which stand between the ways things currently are,
and our vision of the may they could be.
The second step

un

Here is the mission that the planning committee
completed and that the First Nations approved

MDC Mission Statement
The mission of the Ma -Mook Development Corporation (MDC) is to identify, organize, negotiate, and
vest in profitable business ventures and strategic
protects as a meaner generating wealth and building
strong economic base for the Central Region First
.
Nations.

training, in order to
skills, technical and manage
maximize the benefits to the members of Central
Region First Nations from MDC ventures.
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it means to he caretakers of the land. We will assist
them decors the wonder and beauty of our comer
upon this precious planet we all orbit. We envision
hemp owners
businesses which conduct monarch.
which educate and whwh as
from
other) o e
ter successes and our mistakes. We envision being
ow men of businesses which meet the needs for good
and services, not only of our own population. but also
our neighbors, near and far, with whom we can buy
and sell in a trade that is guided by a mutual benefit
and the sustainability of the earth.

will organize and ensure the effective
implementation of pre -employment training, and

seeking an accounting professional to take responsibility for all of the Band's accounting and
finance functions. The successful candidate must be a proactive problem solve and will have a strong background
tinge financial systems, budgeting and financial rep on preparation, The ideal candidate will
in management
have the following qualifications and attributes:

note

We envision being owners of businesses that depend
on the fish and the tress we envision being owners
of burin es that welcome people to our homeland,
that educate than moor heritage. that teach them what

The MDC

Financial Controller
The Tse haht Rand

_.Mamook continued from Page 15

success

TSESHAHT

MARIE
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The successful candidate will be responsible for all aspects olds Band's financial and accounting functions mend
mg related entities and business ventures. An important function of the Financial Controller is to provide advice and
mien to the Band Council and various committees on financial issues as required.

inf

Applicants should submit a resume no later than November 26th. 1997 to:
Tseshaht Band Administration Office P.O. Box 1218 Port Alberni, BC V9V 7M1
A7T: F.C. Selection Committee

This mission will be undertaken in a manner which is
consistent with Central Region vision ofsuslainability,
including env ironmental,soc iali,culturaland economic
aspects.

Indigenous
Games Omission
We have learned that in the official results
distributed to the media the following
Nuu -shah -nulth athletes were omitted:
Philip Guy E. The Third Louie - Gold
medal in the Team BC Junior Baseball Team
Pamela Webster - Four Silver Medals in
Swimming events
Well done, both

of you!

HA- SHILTH -SA
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In Loving Memory
July Ib 1950- November

Ross

1927 - October IF 1997

FLY

Fly fly little wing
Fly beyond imagining

The family of the Late Elwood Bob would
like to thank the following, Turnouts,
(Rainbow Gardens) Staff for taking care of

The soften cloud, the whitest dove

of heaven's law
Fast the planets and the stars
Leave the lonely world of ours
Escape the sorrow and the pain
Upon the wind

for the beautiful memorial service held on
October 28th, Thank you all for the kind
words and for accepting Uncle Hockey into

Your endless journey has begun

your hearts, and for reading this poem (by
Celine Diane). We'll never forget the care
and kindness that you gave him. Thank you
to the residents for mending. especially to
Emma Mckay and Torchy. Thank you

Take your gentle happiness

For

O beautiful for

his

Case over lath other shore
There is peace forever more
But hold this mem'ry bittersweet

awn
Fly fly, to not fear
Don't wastea breath. don iehede tear
Your heart Upon your soul is free
Yet,)

Be

ere

don, wait for rare
the universe soul/ climb

ohm.,

Above

wry.

On beyond the hands

of time

The moon will rite the awn will set

But I won't forget
Fly fly little wing
Fly where only angels sing
Fly awry. the time Slight
Go now find the light.

Deanna for being there for the family and
for the delicious dinner that you made for

Togtraln Fast Nation's Initial

Dave for the food. Thank you to all the
Coast Salish Tribes from Qualicu to

Victoria who generously donated tech time
and money towards Funeral expenses.

Thank you the people of Snaw- maw -as 1st
Nations in impose Bay for the assistance
they gave before, during and after the
foneal services. Your organizational skills
are amazing during times such as this.
Thank you all from the bottom of our hearts.
Thank you - Liao. Kleeo.
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From Rote and Allan Ross and family

ARE YOU A DESCENDANT OF

CAPTAIN JACK
OF MOWACHAHT?
Are you related to the lack family of Mowachaht through late
Captain Jack, Late Benedict Jack, Josephine Tom, Late Mike Tom Hesquiaht. Late Edward Jack who was married to Nora Jack (1)
Josephine Mark (2).
If you are, we want to hear from you. We would like to inform
you of an upcoming meeting. This meeting is in regards to planning of
aFamily Feast for the descendants of Late Captain Jack. The date set is
the long weekend in May, 1998.
Please contact amens Newman at home (250) 957 -2416 or
(bus,) (250) 957 -2381. Or call Colleen Jack at 250-283 -2012 bus. or at
home 250- 283 -7185. Thank ri ni. We look forward to hearingfrom you.

NEXUS -APEC'97
2

ABORIGINAL CONFERENCE,
TRAD
ART SHOW
:.'AMISH RECREATION CENTRE -NORTH VANCOUVER
NOVEMBER 24TH & 25TH, 1997

f

rrnee Company

Suite 4410 -890 Pender Street - Vancenuver BC V61119
NJLTJI.
Phone. (604) 684.0880 Fax: snot ,M n%PI Tall-Free 1- 800-337 -7743
E-mail: nita@a expresses Mama www.nBwe- invest- tade.com
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Approximately 500 people shared the excitement & historic event October
21, 1997. The village of Gold River celebrated the official grand opening
°jibe new Ray Watkin's Elementary School on Tuesday, October 21, 1997
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Builders of Dreams

Ilimn: labs First Nationlnitial Land Selection Presentation
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The admiration I have for the people who sit at these tables for the betterment
of our people_ /have told them, "thank you" for who they are doing.

British Columbia. /door hold
anything against you people. name defending what happened with contact
I admire you also. l thank you. I thank you for listening
The san l come to realize the changes of society today; I went
through a course of administration To me I am using (hat so are u two/
people sitting round us,, Nuu- Chah -Nellh people.
The enormous part of what is happening today is Mat fact that our
It has to come out.. l made this statement about TO e. ago. Regarding boundary lines. Boundary lines should be in place & understood by
ancestors fought hard to
everyone. My reason for saying the le because
protect our lads. / wit doing the same thing bute a diftrent wry. We are
using written words. I will state anal thoughts. ! will have a debate with
anyone who tries to claim am part of my He-hoollh -lac. .People came into
my office to come to oleo. where we believe our economic development could
e today. It s to protectory
be used This is ace reason why I am sitting
land selection of my Ha -hselm -lee.
Thank you, everyone in rho room, who hear what my people have an
say. 1 am very fortunate to have people round me. like the ones 1 have today
one know that he has been
1 now to introducemyson -in -law. 1 want
yew that very few people have been chosen to leis. accepted into a

Youpeple sit across from me Canada

&

y

Gary Johnson gave a brief explanation of Toquaht First Nations land selection. In this
picture you can see him explaining to the two levels of government. The picture was
Wan after the initial presentation.
Arch Thompson sit beside Chief Ben Mack in support of their presentation_ Ile
had these words to add:
rami
"We see lucky to have a traditional background of was.
te will see at sometime.
situ c We has maws for everything The na
We did have a government that did look after everything Our history is still
alive. Without the traditional background. 1 am so very proud we did look
chief has done...
forward to the future. As what

y
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Weans, fahm rea owpepies
They knew the value of those rivers,
ream. laker- the spawning area. We
have not charged m5 still value (hatperool worsalp -- Oa0F rmthl
When we talk about Our Chief Matlahow
will ten you,
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Richard Lucas introduced Simon
seas, who is the speaker for Mat Whom
'We are a proud nation. We have ten
Chit. We haw a HA- HOOLTHLEE, a'.s
horn in these has maps located on the
wall. We believe we are here for a reaon We talk about our Creator; re always talk about the Creator. Don's ever
forges you ore the same peple, you are
Mesa). people Mat were here thousands
of years ago Da not ever forget where
You come front.
It is massive, enormous. When
you talk about Ha- holthleeyou talk akw
every living thing, youtdkabout life. You
talk about how we are growing to grow
We knew there
with in
were marry resources &whereon around
our land We had an abundance afforest
that surrounded us.
Our Chiefs had to travel they
used cedar to make canoes. Crew day
wiper wawa. whaling fuheeo- for fun
We had trainedpeple that knew
brio makewhalingcanoa,and alter
types of canoes. It trio cedar tree that
helped us survived because of the clothing it provided; they made mats that they
could sleep on
People had special skills to look
afters rivers. It was these rivers &

ourolthlee.

1

/here this chant that has existed
for thousands of years It tells you of 10
people It tells you today /,rill awn all
that land l have notsurrenderedon iota
land ism
of that land Ican't let go
because (the Ha- hodthlee hs people ware
manna
able to survive. Ile knew he
in the esoanta., ow the sea Ionic
You see today.. are Bail hen He knew
there was ore abundance ofresorcesin his
Ha- hoiMlee. He can tell of the hallo
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3i The LARGEST Aboriginal Business Event in Canada
Canada's 0l Aboriginal

HA-SHILTH-SA

The Tyee Ha -wits & two other Ha -wiih entered the hall with their cedar bark regalia
The people were in awe when the Chief entered the room, The Hesquiat people gathered
in performing a prayer chant. On behalf of Tyre Ha -wilth Matlahow,(Dnminic Andrews
Richard Lucas presented Tyee Chief Montana & Chief Norman George with 20S. The
gave this money with respect and gratitude for the MomachalEMathalahl First Nations.
The Hesquiat people thanked the MowachahslMschalaht Chiefs for allowing to proses
their land selection to the two levels ofgavemment on the MowachabtlMuchalahttenitory
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Dave Slope sang a chant before Toquaht began their presentation. Ben Mack, the
Hereditary Chief for the Toquaht Nation spoke to the other two levels of government.
in resources. We had no need to go elsewhere. What
"My land base is
we had war able
wain the people of Toquaht. My ancestors protected
our land There were many narks that vied to tdke our landfrom us We
never loot on inch of my Ha -haaah-lee. We in turn did not go oat to look for
other land bases. What my mother, who was a historian ofToquaht my
grundmoher, who wrfrnm Lk lodes What they taught & told me. 1 rook it
in a very somas way. Intact, we moved across to the Un, bat it did not stop
any mother & father from aching me the history of Toquaht My pare
knew theplred a responsibiliryta take me back to this country. Iceme back
when l was 16 years add At the age of 181 traveled with inn father; with the
interest L hadfor
people.. 1 have been wows. err o chieff 50 years
now I have seen people come &go but l stayed We fought ?hell on to oar
Nahsdlh -lee ar my ancestors did my (ether did & I um doing the.same

the family. Think you to Luxy, Steele and

sow a.lnnun4

I

October 11, 1997, was an historic day for both the Toquaht First Nano. & the Hesquiat
First Nation. Each Nation presented what they strongly believe is their Ha- Hoolth -lee.
The Provincial negotiator, Murray Rankin & Chris Lok. Sr. Negotiator for the Federal
Government sal and listened to each Nation's initial presentaton.

our beloved Uncle Hockey. We never
worried ohm him while under your expert
sate Special thanks to Bunt and the staff

And fly again
Fly fly precious one

...Continued from Page

October 31, 1997

Elwood Bob
9.
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/k Incur lhe.dw ofgovernment
He understaodTllu -Qwhah -Nth You con
nu separate these two The highest form

afritualo& IM hgh.fa ore rfgawenwn
When we talk about Ha- holthlee we talk
about an woos. core. Everything was
there for a, Ha- Hoolthlee is merely a
word to be said of of understood He
was you to knew that he has not signed
one rata of lend
Land selection happened a long.
long time ago. Ile can prove it to you.
Everything was there, any kind of wood
wag there. When hie people got sic, he
knew he could depend on his people to get
any kind of medicine
Madahow leaver you with these words:
elders have
Emphasize what
ih with us. All Ow mono roll erns He
an give names of Mountains, Streams,

the_

(that give his Jamb* the Ha- holthlee
that brings him p, economic, spiritual, maw
Wine.W Wear Mlrwrww
Ad

row.

RECOPY THESE
NAMES FROM THOUSANDS OF YEARS
AGO 11 women. gigantic, massive
WE ARE STILL HERE,

Larry Paul, from Hesquiat First
Nation presented his speech in fluentNeuChah- Nulth language. Ile mails reference
to how Hesquiat kept their history.

Richard Lucas spoke these
words: -We have an elected council,
elders & we have our mar -ehuam - Nis is
Hesquiat As for or Hereditary system,
there was ritual done by late Ben
Andrews He handed his chieflonship
downto his son a bobs rum doesthe none.
Them has been discussion of the democ system not being in our hereditary
system
But this is all we know. Webelieve it belongs to our Tyee Iberia_ It is
our He hooltlee
The elected Chief Steve
Charleson had the following tomorrow:
Mnlahow's Ha- hoolthlee & activities,
duties, responsibilities
Management for Hesquiat Harbor
Cedar phased managing plan on cedar tree.
Cedar Life:

bore) ,nuts Once they wereJlorish-

Stars from the ground;

ing& the salmon wane abundance.
His people brans and understood
that every days not the same. Ile had
people who could understand the weather.

stands for thousands of years.
Than it falls to the ground;
and everything grows, il,
and grows back into the ground
It is no Macy, a's continua n..We are
still here. 2000 years from now we want
be Hesquiat. And the
our children, still
land wont be what we see today, but better. And the things we see happen now
Report by Dana Allen
will be belles.

bedpeple dos umdersmodshe sky and
the importance of the won They also um
derstrdthe mythical beings. mythical stoWe

rio

cannot separate the mythical
teachings with nature- they were all part
span YOU CAN NOT SEPARATE
You

I1

The ceremony began with the procession: the flag bearers wen Tony
Olsen & Jessica Osha. The drummer was Edward John. The bagpipes were
prayed by Brace Oliphant. Everyone sang, 'O Canada'. Mr. Anderson, the
Principal, introduced the special guests on the stage. The Primary First Nation
Education Students said the welcoming prayer in Nuu {hah.Nulnt language.
Mike Maquiena presented the new school with a print of the Tsaxana logo. Mike
expressed how much it meant to him to hear the young children saying, payer in
our own language and how great it is that, "the community we live in is growing
together & this new building enforces that growth ".
In attendance was: Mrs. Susan Plenty - Chairperson, School District
ií84. She expressed gratitude and appreciation to all who had contributed to the
new building; "The rededication of this building creates a feeling of a village ".
- architect said, "It is heart warming to see
Mr, Ian Niaseath of Nance
this place alive. Gelling to this point, the official grand opening, was a long haul
- this began in 1991 ". Mr. Robert Larsen- Former student/ Chairperson -Stool
District 084 is one of the first students to attend this school. Ills presence is
honored at this rededication of Ray Watkins memory. Doug Kennedy, also one
of the first students in this elementary school, has a son that is newly registered in
Ray Watkins It is a good coincident that this year is the rededication of the Ray

Watkins Elementary.
Dr. Robert David - Former Superintendent School District #84 said,
"It's what we dreamed it would be". Mr. Kevin Cormack - Former SectretaryTreasurer - School District 84 spoke words of encouragement & praise to the
people who helped create this building
This
The audience enjoyed the sang Nat was performed in "sign language
musical aWdeat'A Wide New World" was performed by RWE.S Signing Gimp
The time capsule project was presented by two young students in Mrs
Pamanen s Enrichment Class: Miss Quinn Fame & Miss Alas Brett They are
going to be placing the memories of the New Ray Watkins Elementary School in
this time capsule & it will be opened 50 years from now, in the year 2047
Ms. Julie Davies the grade 4 teacher gave the greetings on behalf of the
R. W.E S. staff, Mr. Amine Freimanis, Superintendent of School District No 84
introduced the MIA Mr. Glenn Robertson. Mr. Robertson expressed his congratulations & gratitude towards the people who help build this dream. "6.4 Million dollars later, this is an outstanding school, it's beautiful ".
MIA Glenn Robertson & Susan Plenty, School District Chairperson
officially unveiled the plaque that commemorates today an historic day. The
children proudly sang the school song to help celebrate the rededication of Ray
Watkins Elementary School.
all the ppeople in attendance pproceeded outside for a group
8 uP
In
picture which will be put in the time capsule. The students of Ray Watkins Elementary School went home with beautiful T shirts to commemorate the historic
day in Gold River. On the back of this T -shirt the names of the, "Builders of Our
Dreams" are proudly printed to glorify their work.
...Report by Northern Region Reporter, Dana Allen
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Central Region Chiefs
Central Region Chiefs met with Ministers John Cashore and David
Zinnheld at Tinwis on November 4/97. The IMEA review meeting was to
but was
be held in April, the anniversary of the signing of the IMEA,
of
delayed for six months. Moses Martin welcomed the guests on behalf
language
the TEVHa'wüh, Elder, .Mary Hayes, said a prayer in her own
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Karleena was carried into the
crowded Somas Hall on a platform. The
room was darkened as Kae a was carried
to the four comers of Me nom. A song and
danceofthsnk giving was sung fade yang
lady by her many relatives and friends.
Karleena's paternal grandfather,
Simon Lucas, explained the story behind
the new curtain. He explained Karleena's
family history on the Lucas side and also

them dinner following dinner, Simon

+aas
t}

CliffAtleo and Nelson Keitlah meet with

the ministers at

IMEA update

Nelson Keitlah, Central Region Co- chair, said in his opening common s
is viewed as an historic
the Interim Measures Extension
one by our people. It is the first time ever that First Nations people ha e
gained some authority in local resource management, He urged that the emu I
s
meetings take place as scheduled rather than allowing so much time to pa
I

between updates.
Keitlah broached the subject

of the Joint Venture by reminding the tai

introduced the daughter of his dear friend,
Ile iim,JSUmk, Suzuki's wife, Tan and
two daughters were in attendance.
Seventeen year-old Severn Collis -Suzuki
enthralled the audience with an eloquent
speech atom tito environment. She is concerned chat if we don't stop abusing our
planet with pollution, we will have nosh.
ing to pass on to Karleena's generation.
Severn was given a name by
Simon and Julia. Her new name means

left with a responsibility. It is *Mall of
us to see that she is M go in the proper
way. 'She was carried in on cedar. She
hex filled with valuables
came in with
Mat come from the forest from the cedar

tin. the deer and

the eagle. When she gas
off in marriage she will leave with her valuables. She will always have the rightto harvest cedar and salmon in Hesquiaht territory.

of the Thomas family, introduced each
racer to Karleena and the guest.

Karleena's father, Mani, Lucas, and
Geni Thomas were married a few years
ago in the traditional style. Shane said that
when the Thomas family accepted Matthew asGerrï shusband,they also asepted
Matthew's children.
Ile said that Gerri takes care of
Karleena's needs, that Karlammas her mm

We need to star) now to treat
naland
women with respect,both
are
our
first
teachpublic lives. Women
ers because all that tames into this world
w

-

isters that it was British Columbia that pressed for the JVC during the negotiation
of the IMEA. The Joint Venture was the mantelpiece of BC during the IMEA
negotiations. Since BC fought shard for this clause we wan to bring fnA money issues.'
Cliff Aden, Ahousaht, pointed nut clause 26 of the IMEA which reads:

"British Columbia will assist the First Nations in securing funding from government and private sources for economic development and training related to joint
co- operative ventures
Aden also wanted to know how BC will support the Central Region's
training needs. 'We want to move away from seasonal employment. We have
70% unemployment rate. No white community has ever suffered that. It's unacceptable. We've always been on the end of BC's priority list. Put us further
ahead on that list and help us to be contributors to BC's economy.'
Nelson Keitlah pointed out that forest companies arc being subsidized
for their experiments in alternative harvesting and said further that we want to be
pan of the solution too. Cashore vowed to assist the Central Region Chiefs to
secure funding from the Federal Government.
Sennen Charlatan provided an overview of Management fora Living
Hesquiaht Harbor. Ile pointed out a problem regarding equity to the ministers.
There has been a difference in pay policies between First Nations workers and
displaced forestry workers. In a recent FRBC funded project, displaced forest workers
were paid for training/classroom time while the First Nations workers were not.
Steve Charles° , on behalf of Chief Dominic Andrews, invited the
ministers to Hot Springs Cove fora full presentation on Management for a
accepted the invitation.
Living Hesquiaht Harbor. The m
Nelson Keitlah brought up the concern about .salmon farms. Several
farms in Clayoquot Sound arc reaching the end of their tenure. Cabinet has not
reached a decision on the Environmental Assessment Office's recommendations.
In his closing comments, Cliff Atleo said that the Science Panel Recommendations have been supported and adopted by all governments. He asked that
the ministers work to educate their line workers about the difficulty of develop
ing alternative harvest plans. 'We recognize that difficulty and we are commit ted to doing the job right. We assume BC will continue to support us as the forest

b Kahn's nnaS mother,

GalGemge. Hethankedher for givmgbiMto
her beautiful children Pointe said that he
wanted to acknowledge a special day by say-

'Looking after the world'.
1C Lucas said that today's
ceremony is about our deep respect for

comes from the women:
A group of women were escorted
to seats on the dance Boor. Julia Lucas
and her family and friends danced out

gifts
I wteta gift. Julia said that the women that
Is
received the gifts were the queens and
princesses. She wanted to honor the HaKuum as a show of respect.
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Ba- Shiox-Sa

P.O. Box 1383
Pon Alberni, B.C.

V9Y 7M2

Name:
Address:

City:
Postal Code:

First Nation:
(You must enter your First Nation to be on our list)

11112-SI

The Ehanesaht band Office would like you to phone or mail in your current
address and phone number in order to keep you updated on any band business
or meetings to be held. Thank you. Our address is:
Ehattesaht Band Office
P.O. Box 59

Zebellos, B.C.
VOP 2A0
Phone: (250) 761 -4155
Fax: (250) 761 -4156

alt children are accepted as equally as

Shane introduced Karleena's
young cousins Page A Madison, Page's
parents will help Page to remember her obligation to Karleena, to see that she mane
in the proper way. Page presented a silver
bracelet to Karleena.
Several Thomas family members
presented gifts of money to gunman, go
toward her university education.
Verna lack introduced her family to Karleena and explained Their family
She stressed it is important
for
onection.
to team about her family connecShe had

a

To All Ehattesaht Membership
Hello to you all.

am the Ehattesaht Secretary and the Ehattesahl
Membership Clerk. Please gel all your new babies registered. If you would
like your children registered, I will need your child's large birth certificate,
and you will need to sign a consent form that you are requesting your child to
be registered under your band number. I hope to be hearing from you
From Lorraine John
.

1

message for the men in

ALL NATIVE
BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
PORT ALBERNI FRIENDSHIP CENTRE
November 28, 29 & 30, 1997
Alberni Athletic loll
Hosted by Port Albemi Friendship Centre
Men's Division -10 teams
Jr. Boys Division - 6 teams
Entry Fee - Men's $200,00 - Jr. Boys $125.00
$100.00 deposit required on or before Wednesday,
November 19, 1997 5:00 p.m.
For more information please call Ruby Ambrose at (250) 723 -8281
I

. °moanies have continued to support us.
The parties agreed to have a follow -up meeting in the near future.

_.Report

enrol Region Reporter.

Denise Ambrose

Taylors Flower Shop
p8

3020 3rd Avenue
Pon Albemi, B.C.
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Visor
Mnstercord
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Personalized Weddings Plush Animals
Silk Trees Flowers
Lots of g(ji wear.

Phone: 723 -6201

FTD
O

V9Y 2M

ne Express
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-800- 287 -9961

Tntoltvro

Worldwide
delivery

Karleena George
That Paul's songs and dances
were pedormednext. Tim said that he was
standing p for his aunt, Vi George,
Karleena's maternal grandmother. Ile too
described his relationship to Karleena.
Elder, Carrie Mickey, spoke
about Karleena ceremony. 'She's very
special tot efamily. Shewillle,enda hings
she needs to lean like all the wogs and dances,
how to prepare fora feast like this.'
Simon Luca said, 'She is cherished. Any man wending her hand in mar-

dance, godnaeAhepnçuPaaoh

We

don't want anybody coming along and taking

loran frequent

these days.

-4

-

Canting
the room
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Attention Ahousaht Band Members
If you

have any events that happen in your life such as
marriage, divorce, birth, death, name change and especially
"transfers" please notify the Ahousaht Band.
When you submit your documents to the Nuu -chap -nulth
Tribal Council office it is just as important to submit these
documents to the Ahousaht Band.
My office hours are Tuesday mornings from 9:00 a.m. till
12:00: noon. You can contact Robert Arlen at the Ahousaht Band

Important Notice To All People
of Ditidaht (Nitinaht) Ancestry
The DltfdaO, (Nitinahn Nation o in the process of negotiating a Treaty. It is íspor.
rant that all persons of Ditidaht Ancestry identify themselves in order to participate
and benefit from the Treaty.
Anyone who is not already a Registered Member of Oitidaht should immediately
contact the Ditidaht Treaty Coordinator in Nanaimo.
Tel: (250) 755.7824 or loll -free al 1- 800 -997 -3799.

CRISIS LINE VOLUNTEERS WANTED
The d/I/-IR CAU/S llbT is looking for both fundraising volunteers and
phone line operators. The training for the phone line operators is sixty hours
in length. The training will be in -depth and will cover many areas including.
Family Violence, Suicide, The grieving process, Mental Health Disorders,
Addictions, Child Welfare.. well as many others After you have completed
Intervention
three hundred hours of phone line work, a certificate in Crisis

will

be awarded.

ill

is a confidential twenty four hour service which
The 10111-6 CRISIS
problem solves with its callers and gives the appropriate referrals based on the
needs of the caller. The Crisis Line operates twenty-four hours a day, seven
days a week. For the past 3 years the Crisis Line has serviced a wide geographical area which includes Pon Alberni, Ram held. the West Coast, etc.
The Crisis Line is manned by both adult and teen volunteers. The Crisis Line
Operates both Teen Line which can be reached at 723 -2040 and an Adult
Line which can be reached at 723-4050. The Crisis Line also offers atoll free
number for long distance callers.
The next class will begin November 10, 1997 and will ran until
November 26th. The classes will be Monday- Thursday from 6:00 pm 10:00
pm. The deadline to be interviewed for the November class is November 3rd.
Previously wait listed people will be interviewed on October 3001, from 6:00
pm - 8.00 pm. There will be a daytime as well as an evening interviewing
session for new perspective volunteers on November 4th. The daytime
session will ran from 10:00 am - 2:00 pm. The evening session will ran from
6.00 pm 10:00 pm.
To book an appointment for an interview or for more information call
the Crisis Line Business Office at 723 -2323, Monday. Friday 8:00 am 4:011
Pert. Ask for Tanya, Kris, or Nancy.

ATTENTION HUIT- AY -AHT BAND MEMBERS
We need your address.
Please call the Huu- ay -aht Band Office at
1- 888 -644 -4555
or
Huu- ay -aht Treaty Office at
(250) 723-0100
.

"to show the tames respect to

this young woman You are of to lay a
hand on her. No hitting, no physical,
verbal ormentalabuse.Ynn lase u
sibility to talk to your sons."
luck Watts everybody to a celebration on May 9 for her first grandchild.
Her daughter, Cassie and son-in-law, Rob

rap,

expectingtheirArstbom.
Simon Lucas's family performed

ertDennislr

are

his songs and dances last. Guests were
treated to a performance of the Sparrow
Dance and given edam the even ing ended

...Report by Northern Region Reporter,
Denise Ambrose

ATLEO RIVER

AIR SERVICE

(250) 570-95an
'roano: 12501725 -2205
(2.5011370-9399
Rea:

Toll Free Phone:
1- 800622 -8535
e :1250) 570-0510

AUDREY ATLEO- WHITMORE GENERAL MANAGER
TED W HITMORE CHIEF PILOT

Was

Office.
Phone (250) 670 -9531 or fax (250) 670 -9696

ilth Sá

To All Ehattesaht Membership

their own blood m the 'Donnas family.

tans.

HA-SHILTH-SA

embers who are NOT receiving the paper. Ha- Shilth -Sa is
free for a11Nuu- chah -nulth membership. If you wart to receive
Ha- Shihh -Sa please and name (including your middle name)to:

Shane Pointe, speaking on behalf

ad war ne

f
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say that we are

Luca

1

back and relax while his family served

m'aamiqs

MAILING HA- SHILTH -SA To MEMBERS
Ha- Shilth -Sa is looking for addresses of Nuu- chah -nulth

year -old Karleena George.
Saturday, November R, was a special day for
This was the day that Karleena's family chose to announce to the people that
she has parsedfrom childhood and is now preparing to be a young woman.

on his wife, Julia's (nee Titian) side.
Simon invited the guests to sit

P

Fun. L,
Age

Ly

As She Comes

The

A
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Fight For Funding for JVC
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NUU- CHAH -NULTH FISHERIES COUNCIL MEETING
The next Nuu -chah -nulth Tribal Council Fisheries Council Meeting is
scheduled for Thursday. December 4. 1997 at Somas Hall in Port Albemi.
beginning as 9:00 a.m, The First Nations should contact Gail Gus at phone
724 -5757 or fax 724 -2172 with suggested agenda items. Likely topics of
discussion will be clam management reform, planning for spring herring
fisheries, and protocol agreements for fishing in other territories. Commercial
fishermen should try to attend this meeting. A draft agenda will be distributed
prior to the meeting.
latch wall be provided Funding fornavelard Honoraria wns &trawled giset6b
the First Nations last M ytoensureatleast one delegate per First Nation could attend

sa

m'aamigs

HA- SHILTH -SA
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slightly belated Happy Birthday to Annie
Watts from Chris Denise and Dana of
Ha- Shilth- Sa. Way to Rock 'n Roil Annie!
A

QUU'AS

Mom. Lots of

loves

23

HA- SHILTH -SA

plenty of Kisses...
Steph, you Hunny

-

LI

from your sumps Raven d your Angel -Duran
Happy 27th Birthday to our
daughter Barbara Dick on Nov. 22. Love
from Mom & Dad & also from your sister

Ct1RIS BEDDED..
HA- SHILTH-5'6

1

EDITOR -MANAGER
SOUTHERN REGION
REPORTER
P.O. Box
Pon Alberni, B.C. V9Y 7M2
Phone: 724 -5757

lilt

Nina.

WEST COAST
TRAIL
OPPORTUNITIES

:=CONGRATULATIONS!

An opportunity for Nuu- chah -nulth youth or any person in fit physical
condition is offered by the Quu'as West Coast Trail Group in conjunction
with Parks Canada and Malaspina College's Lake Cowichan campus.
Starting in January of 1998 and lasting for thirteen weeks, the training is
practical, very hands -on and the certification provided offers a good
figure for employment throughout North America.
The West Coast trail, together with other similar tourist sites requires Interpretive
Guides and the training offered is tailor made for such employment. The cost of
tuition is $2,200 and with accommodation and living expenses, a total of about
$4,000 would be required fora person applying.
Malaspina College would be happy to come out to tribal centres to explain
the training and the vocational advantages of career as an Interpretive Guardian.
The course has been put together by aboriginal people for aboriginal people and
seem s very worthy of support.
Examination of the elements below that make up the course will give
an idea of both the training and the nature of employment eventually
waiting thou who receive certification.

Introduction to Tourism and Eco -Adventure Tourism

Belated (sorry from HaShilthSa1) Birthday Messages for my niece Lisa
Jensen and her daughter Use. (Leslie)For
October 21 Love Auntie Liz and famity.
Happy Halloween to all my nieces and
nephews, my son Paul and grandchildren,
N ick, hil ion & Alex, - hope you were careful when trick or treating!
Happy Birthday to Lanny Ross
Sr. on Nov. 26th and to Robert Watts Sr.
on Nov. 23rd. From Dave, Annie, David,
Nate & Jen Warts.
We would like to wish Dustin
Williams happy 13th birthday for Nov.
1;lonalaenick a happy birthday for Nov.
13; a couple of good friends, Martin (B.L.)
and Rita Ann Wawa very special and
happy I1th anniversary for Nov. 15 and
many morello Ann Warta happy birthday for Nov. 15. Hope you have a good
one; Tim and Norman Taylora happy 1th
anniversary for Nov. 30th. boor from sod
I

Shard, d

kids.

Happy birthday to Louie Little
on Nov. Sand Andrea Clues on Nov. 28.
amen
tom from Awn Pool tAaed

Professionalism - guidelines, ethics, occupational standards, legal issues
Industry overview - definitions, sectors, trends, issues, career opportunities
Safety
l'a
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Human Relations & Customer Service

Practical people skills
Effective Communication - interpersonal, group and teamwork skills
Problem solving/conflict resolution
Customer service orientation - attitudes and strategies
GuideRelationship
First Host
Personal work skills, observation skills, reports, note taking
I

Field Skill,

.--''.r

¡~

,

Happy 2nd Birthday to my baby
Matthew Edgar), Love Mono on/brother

Brandon

Marine navigation, safe boat handling
Map/Chart reading, compass, GPS (handheld)
Foodsafe
Maintaining recreation facilities
W ildermRSS First Aid
Coastal Radio Operation
Managing risk outdoors, basic emergency, Search and Rescue

Interpretation & Cultural Sensitivity
First Nations history and culture of the coastal region
Interpretation skills
Sensitivity to local culture and clienkguest cultures
Presentation skills

Conservation and the Environment

Environmental stewardship
Effective environmental citizens
Legal and Liability Issues for Outdoor Workers in Adventure Tourism
Bask principles of ecology and «atomism review
Integrated resource management concepts and practices
Aboriginal perspective of the natural environment and restoration of the
environment
Parks Canada: Perspectives on Protected Area's Management
Provincial Parks Conservation Areas
For further details call Wally Samuel at Port Alberni
(250) 723 -4393

.Report by Chris Beddows

I'd like to wish very special
nephew and ere Mathew Edgar Ir. a
happy 2nd birthday for Nov. 15th. Love
Auntie Estelle and family.
Happy belated birthday uncle
Dave Little for Oct. 31. I hope your day
was a great one. love niece Estelle Fraser.
Happy belated birthday to Isobel
Rose Clown on Nov. 8. Love Mom and
Dad (Bernice and Albert).
Happy belated birthday to Mom
From Joshua, Nicole and Prince.
Happy birthday to my cousin
Chuck Lucas who shares a birthday with
Isobel on Nov. 8. From Bernice.
Those who are only happy are
more than just prepared to give to others;
this is for the wedded couple of "9 years"
relatives.- Mr
w, Congratulations
and Mrs. Samuel Adams Jr., of Ahousat
had celebrated their blessings of 9 years
of been mated. Way to go, many blessings to follow, on Nov. 5th, 1997; Looking good......auntieMabel Adams also celebrated her birthday on Nov. 5th. 1997.
Happy Birthday auntie we love you! new
old are you now? But take care and you
deserve fink lift. You have gifts y to
be discovered! Your the best!, Happy
Nov 8.1997 Proud
parents are Mr and Mrs. French Campbell
of Ahousat; Happy Birthday to a dear
friend.. Edgar Smith Nov. 29th. Many
more to me there bud, Also, so my dear
nieceafAhousat Aretra Mina Nov. 291h.

Lucky#7 good show than nìecey -pie
We're thinking of you there pretty gal!
Proud parents are my gorgeous brother...
Mr George John and his darling wife Gloria
John; someone has to cognize this gorgeous smile.. my gorgeous, most handsomest older brother.... Peter Charles John Sr.
I miss you brol and on this day, I sure hope
you have a splendid day! Many more to
come there Big Tiro. his big day is Nov.
loth. 1997. Happy Birthday to you bro; On
the sane day, another birthday. Happy
Birthday to our cousin Russell Frank, I sure
hope your day goes well. and don't bother
waking than coz you deserve this day our
Happy Birthday, also to our dear cousin out
There in this world. You make a big difference there Peter Frank on Nov. 22,1997 is
his birthday. But how old? Tell me there
cox; Don't work to hard on this day coz!
many more to come; To my dear sister and
family in Timmons: I miss you Mktg miss
your smile, smell and touch. I wish I could
reach out and grab you and have a coffee
with you. Let me and my magic wand and
I will go "poop it would be a miracle if I
could only do that. I miss really miss my
nieces and nephews. Love your 4 always
and forever your sister .... Love Always
your relatives, in Port Alberni, B.C. Carol
John. Don and Family.
A hundred years from now..
it will nor main
Mattersdorfer...
Donald
what my bank account was or the sort of
house lived in, or the kind of car I drove
but the world maybe different because to
me I know am impormnt to you... so on
this day of Nov. 22/97 is your Birthday and
on this day I know now that you mean more
to me than anything else. Your the role
model of a father to my children... so
"Happy 33rd Birthday" I love you honey bunch for your the best! Love your wf
Carol R. John (Mottersdorfer).
Happy Birthday Milky John Sr.
on Nov. 19th. From Kateri John
Congratulations to Dawn Frank
and Man Underwood on the arrival of their
beautiful baby girl on October 17t; Is that
you, Happy Belated Birthday to my special cousin Dawn Frank on Nov. 3, wishMg you all the bestfrom you family in P.A.
Happy Birthday to Donuts from
Young Donuts.
Happy Birthday to my Brother
Augie Johnson Sr. on Nov. 12th. Many
more townie. LovefromymirsisterShirley
...

I

I

midland,
Happy Birthday to Tricia Willinns on Nov. 21st and Dawn Dennis on
Nov.. 22nd From Roger Roberts.
Happy belated birthday to my
very special Father George E. Frank! We
love you with all our hearts. Love always
Rant k. John and your grandsons. Also,
Happy Birthday to uncle C.B. Mickey on
Nov. 12th. Love Toenail. and family. Nov.
19th to Grandma Nellie Happy it -day.
Nov. 19th also to my niece Kay lee Miller
happy 1st birthday. Nov. 20th to no
nephew Glenn Frank Happy birthday. Nov.
22nd Happy Anniversary to Lena and Harry
Jackson. Nov. 23rd Happy Birthday to
Cathy. Have a good day. Nov.24th Happy
B -day to Lena. Have a great day. Nov.
27th Happy B -day to Mar Elmer Frank.
Nov. 29th Happy Birthday to Grandma
Rose. Withal, our love Joenella, John and
boys.

Special Happy Birthday Wishes
going out to our Godmother /Auntie Barb
Nov.22. Loveframyour godsons ._Jack

,

Fax: 7214463

& Tom.

Congratulations

flame, & Keith Nahan e

North Vancouver
val of your baby boy
on the animal
"Brent Mitchell Martin Nahanee"
8 Ibn 2 neon October 17, 1997.

-7 .4,9
\
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Happy Birthday to our sister/
Auntie Barb on Nov.22. Best wishes from
Pat, Eva. Wes & your nieces... Michelle.
Joni. Jodie Janette, Elmo & your granddaughter Heather.
.

Happy Birthday to You! Happy
Birthday to you! Happy Birthday Dear
Margie! on Nov. 26 from Barb, Dole &
your nieces... Steel, Raven & Darien!
Wed like to wish our also, Kahy
Rask (Brown) a very happy birthday on
Nov. 16. Love Marilyn Augie and mph
A.J.

Birthday wishes to our friend
Tony Dick on Nov. 16. From Augie,
Marilyn and neph. A.J

definitely has to be some kind of
record!! lames Michael Maurice
Adams made his grand entrance and
much anticipated arrival at 10 p.m.
September 15, 1997 at West Coast
General Hospital in Port Alberni. He
is the youngest brother to Irvin le,
Magdeline, and Margo Frank; and Eric
and Kara Anna Adams. The youngest
child to Karen and Fred Adams.
Congratulations to the whole family
and welcome to lames!!!

Happy 35th
moolso.hNov.
15.
Wishing
you
ter Eva Johnson on
an absolute wonderful day. Lots of love
from Mom & Dad &from Nina
Happy Birthday to our Man on
Nov. 15. Hugs & Kisses... Bird Bird
Cookie Monster, Dopey, Spikey, Mary.
Mosey, & Elmo!
Happy 35th Birthday to our sister /Auntie Eva Johnson on Nov. 15. Best
wishes from Barb, Dale & your nieces...
Stephanie, Raven & Dorian
A Very Special Happy 27th BirthBarbara
day to my hest friend, my lover
Dick on Sal Nov. 22nd. Love from Dale
Wilson
We would like to send our very
special Happy 27th Birthday Wish To Our

DANA ATLEO

HA- SHILTH-SA NORTHERN
REGION REPORTER:
P.O. Box 459

1
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happy
D rend y to our Grandson and nephew,
-Mash Baby "Brandon- LeeMaG on Nov
II. Nave a lot of fun baby! Love Grandma
d like to

Marilyn. Grandpa Augie and Uncle

USED QUALITY FURNISHINGS
Mon -Sat 10:00 - 530
Sun 12:00 -4:00 Closed Wed.
4557 Gertrude St. in Pon Alberni
(next to Subway)

Should be directed to:

Annie Watts
Office Manager

FOR SALE
Carvings made to order. G. Nookem is.
Phone 723 -4404.

-

ROOam10faminute
Every day 24 hts a day at If a amnia
USA everyday 24 Ns a day m22 0 a mingle
International Calls at 203 discount
A

every day
lifetime business opportunity!!!
Call Rabat Chien at723 -0585
Pon Alberni

FOR SALE

We'd like to wish. very Happy
Birthday to Augie Johnson Sr. on Nov. 12.
Sure hope you enjoy your day! Love,
Marilyn and son Augie Jr.

dolour simple "1 do"
Our two pasts blend
To create a single future
Relinqushing to you
My Mart and soul
Without qualm or hesitation
Ion both frightened and inspired
by the depth of my surrender
Finding a completeness I never knew
/was m ;sing in the sanctuary ofyour arms
Knowing there are no heights
to which we cannot ascend
For l am your bird
You are my wings
and together we soar

ADDRESS CHANGES
FOR THE HA- SHILTH -SA
MAILING LIST

r

LONG DISTANCE PHONE
SAVINGS
All Weekends, Mon - Fri 6:00 pm

.

-

Phone, 725-2120
Fax: 725-2110
if you lier
Please give
important events ccovered

Phone: 283 -2015
Fax: 283 -7330
Please give advance notice if you want
important events covered.

I

Grandma - Dad& Grandma- Mom.
Happy 601 birthday "Honey" Jay
Link on Nov 14. Love from your sister
Nina, d brothers Thomas & Jack
Happy 6th Birthday total, 'Bruce
- Wayne
lay Alexander Little on Fri, 14.
Love & kisses... miss you with all our
hearts... Auntie Barb, Uncle Dale d rope.
.rally you cousins... Stephanie Wilson,
Raven Wilson, & Dorian Wilson
Happy 6th Birthday to our "very
much missed" Neph..Cousin.. Uncle... lay
Alexander Little on Nov. 14. Love from
Uncle Pal Auntie Eva, Uncle Wm, d all
you cousins Michelle, Joni, Jaylene,
Janelle, Jock Tom, Candace& yore niece
Heather.

DENISE AMBROSE,
HA- SHILTH -SA CENTRAL
REGION REPORTER
General Delivery
Torino. B.C.

Gold River, B.C.

f

1

Please give advance notice if you
want important events covered.

CLASSIFIED

Happy 6th Birthday to my

Nephew lay - Man on Nov. 14. Miss you
Neph. Love you! Lou love from Auntie
Bubbles.
Happy Birthday to our Cox lay
Man on Nov. 14. We all miss you lot.
From Duck, Too Short JR & Anna
To A Special Person- would like
to wish you a big Ilth Birthday on Nov.
15th. This goes out to my sis. Eva Hope
you enjoy you day! From Doreen Dick
Happy Birthday to our Auntie Eva
Nov.
15. Lou of Hugs From Duck,
on
Too Short, JR & Anna.
Happy Birthday to my Babe Sis
Barb on Nov. 22. Good to see your smilhope you enjoy
ing face back to work.
your &luny. From Your big Sir Doreen.
Happy Birthday to our Auntie
Nov.
Barb on
22. Lots r4llugc fora Duck
Too Short, JR & Anna.
Happy Birthday to Margaret M.
on Nov 15. Enjoy your day. From Bubs,
Duck Too Short, JR & Banana Anna.
Happy 6th Birthday to our grand son lay Alexander Little on Nov. 14.
Thinking of you today... Everyday... of
every minute... of every hour! Love from

BIRTH ANNOUNCEMENT
11 pounds and 11 1/2 ounces;

Malt cbeddows@island tiet

For sale or made to order silver rings,
bracelets, pendants, brooches, earrings
and bolo ties. Tim Taylor, 1034 rook
Plane, Port Alberni, B.C., V9Y 7L7,
Phone: 723 -8170.

FOR SALE
Native designed jewellery on gold or
silver, rings earrings, bracelets, pendants
by Gideon Smith. Phone 923 -3550.

P.O. Box 1383
Port Albemi, B.C.
V9Y 7502
Phone: 724 -5757
Fax: 723 -0463
Annie's Internet Address:

hashilth@island.net
Please let us know before you change
your address Give your full name,
ludingmiddle name or mad (soar
members have the same name). maim
postal codeardFirstNation. Returned
papers are deleted from the mail Ing i d.

FOR SALE
Carvings for sale. If you are interested in
native carving such as Coffee tables
clocks, plaques, 6 "totems and would like
.

loader visit Charlie Mickey, 5463 River
Road, Pon Alberni, B.C., V9Y 6Z3.
Mr. Martin the Magician is now Wing
bookings to Dec. '97 for Christmas,

Birthdays, Conferences. Autographed
posters for sale. Originals $3 5.00 or $ 5.00
for copies. Phony (250)995 -2419
or Fax, (250)995 -2404.

RENEE'S CHINAS
CATERING
Back in business
723 -2843.

FOR SALE
Native designed jewellery; silver, copper,
gold engraving, stone caning. Contact
Gordon Dick by phone or fax at 752{0432.

NUU .CHAH -NULTH NATIVE

LANGUAGE
Transcribing in phonetics - for meetings,
research projects, personal use. Hourly
rates. Phone nary Lucas at 724 -5E07.

FOR SALE
Near new, very clean, biege,

6,

1997

SEW & SEW FABRICS
4544 Adelaide SL, Pon Alberni, B.C.,
724-4366. (behind the One & Only) We
now have black melton wool for button
blankets Also have other colors.

3

piece

sectional couch nn recliners and hide-abed with table and storage compartments.
Also for sale is boys bike for more info.
1

or to view call 7234484.

Joe wear
TRADITIONAL DUGOUT CANOES
alma rb

e

Nappy441hAnniversaryroGllbertJohnSr.
on Nov
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NEWS

"JUST PLAIN BUSINESS
FOR ARTISTS"
A

Huge Success

On October 1, 2, 3 & 4, 1997 NEDC hosted a business and marketing
workshop for Nuu- chah -nulth artists in the Somass Hall at Tsahaheh.
s.,,',.*.t;csa:¢:çr; >.

,..
..

The purpose of the workshop was to assist arts in market identification,
product marketing and promotion, personal promotion, product pricing,
business set -up and international marketing.

...

To achieve these goals each artist was assisted in developing a portfolio

that included biographies, profiles, promotional material and pictures.

Fourteen Nuu- chah -nulth artists participated in this four-day workshop
and NEDC would like to congratulate:
Vi Mundy
Bev Martin
Eliza Campbell
Ramona Campbell
Paul Sam
Pat Amos
Wilfred Robinson
Doug Robinson
Mary Donna Morris
Joyce Little
Jed Dick
Gordon Dick
John Watts
Tim Taylor Sr.
and commend them on their hard work and effort and wish them all the
best of luck in their future endeavours.
Rosi Neidermayer and Lou Lynn were the facilitators sharing their
expertise and personal experiences. Rosi from Rosi Neidermayer and Associates has worked with artists in the areas of international trade and product development for twenty -six years and Lou; an artist herself is a college
instructor in the areas of marketing and business skills. Thank -you to
Rosi and Lou for a job well done.

Vi

Mundy, Doug Robinson, Bob Soderlund and Alex Johnson with Lou Lynn

FIRST CITIZEN'S
MONEYAVAILABLE
TO NUU-CHAH -NULTH
NEDC is delivering the First Citizen's Loan Fund for our area.
The First Citizen's Fund (FCF) is a $25 million dollar endowment
established by the provincial government in 1969 to support First Nations
economic development by using interest earned to assist business creation
and expansion.
This fund allows us to make business loans to all Nuu- chah -nulth
members and to all First Nations people (Metis, Status, Non -Status, Inuit)
residing within Nuu-chah -nulth territories.
The FCF allows a borrower to receive commercial financing of up
to $75,000, 40% of which is a forgivable loan (contribution). Loans can be
obtained to acquire, establish or expand a business and for larger loans the
FCF can be combined with other NEDC loan programs. All standard NEDC
policies, procedures and processes will apply to FCF loans.

rr,-

Under the FCF Program, NEDC receives an annual allocation $400,000 for the 1997/98 fiscal year - and as of November 1997 there is a
surplus of this allocation available for lending.
Pat Amos, Dolores Bain and a

1

F

U.S.

buyer together with product display

If you would like more information please do not hesitate to
contact your regional NEDC office.

One of the workshop highlights was the two American buyers Rosi
brought in to look at our products. Although nothing was purchased the
experience of setting up and getting ready for buyers was invaluable.
NEDC would also like to thank Bob Soderlund for his participation. Bob, was the workshop photographer, assisting the artists in the development of their portfolios.
Kleco, kleco.
And for providing excellent lunches and snacks everyday we would
like to thank Margaret Robinson, again kleco, kleco.

NEDC North
1
,
Tsaxana/Gold River, BC
Phone: (250) 283 -9191
Fax: (250) 283 -9120
Economic Development Officer:
Sharyn Stacey

\

Mir,'«a.

NEDC South
Tseshaht/Port Alberni, BC
Phone: (250) 724-3131
Fax: (250) 724 -9967
Economic Development Officer:

Peggy Hartman

v
.
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NEDC West Coast
Ittattsoo/Ucluelet, BC
Phone: (250) 726 -7270
Fax: (250) 726 -7275 or (250) 726-7552
Economic Development Officer:
Lin Lukash

